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Machine Translation(MT) is a computational technology aimed at auto-
matic intelligent translations between natural languages. A successful MT 
system can greatly alleviate the burden of human translators with incom-
parable efficiency. The thesis is contributed to the research topic of Machine 
Translation for Chinese Medical Literature to explore an appropriate approach 
for automatic translation from Chinese into English in the literature domain 
of Traditional Chinese Medicine(TCM). 
Due to the sophisticated linguistic phenomena of the natural languages MT 
is still far from a perfect technology after decades of research. Relatively sat-
isfactory results have been achieved in some domain-dependent MT systems, 
which have more restricted linguistic phenomena. The research is oriented to a 
domain-dependent MT problem whose corpus is a batch of TCM abstracts. A 
practical MT system has been implemented to fulfill the translation task of the 
TCM abstracts from Chinese into English. The system adopts a traditional 
transfer model which regards the principal translation process as a transfer 
from the structure of the source language to that of the target language. The 
analysis to the source sentences before the transfer and the generation of the 
target sentences after the transfer are two important links in the MT model. 
Necessary pre-processing and post-editing will also be needed for a practical 
system. The MT system is based on templates, which precisely and concisely 
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represent the linguistic structure of sentences. The original study will also 
make contribution to the research of other domain-dependent MT problems. 
The implemented system adopts modular design and five modules have 
been implemented, namely the Segmentation Module, the Tagging Module, 
the Analysis Module, the Transfer Module and the Generation Module. Seg-
mentation and tagging are steps of pre-processing, which provide preliminary 
support for the following modules. In the Segmentation Module a Chinese 
sentence will be segmented into a sequential string of words so that the basic 
components of a sentence can be recognized. The Tagging Module is aimed at 
labelling the segmented words with corresponding categories and target equiv-
alents. In the Analysis Module thorough analysis and proper reductions will 
be made to the Chinese sentences syntactically and semantically to induce 
infinite source sentences into finite sentence patterns. In the Transfer Mod-
ule the source sentence structure will be transferred into the target one. The 
template base and the bilingual transfer rule-base are set up to support the 
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Machine Translation(MT) is a computational technology which is aimed at 
performing intelligent translations between natural languages. This thesis is 
contributed to the research topic of “Machine Translation for Chinese Medi-
cal Literature，，to explore an appropriate approach for automatic translation 
from Chinese into English in the literature domain of Traditional Chinese 
Medicine(TCM). A successful MT system can greatly alleviate the burden of 
human translators with unparalleled efficiency. The research is original and 
challenging for a domain dependent MT problem which has never been studied 
before. 
As a pearl of traditional Chinese culture, TCM has a history of over five 
thousand years, with written records dating back about two thousand years. 
It is a crystallization of wisdom of TCM researchers and practitioners and has 
handed down from generation to generation. It is an important integral part 
of Chinese culture and has also attracted world attention. 
The use of TCM has been developed through centuries of clinical experience 
into a medical system with theoretical basis and different treatment modalities. 
The practice of TCM evolves around the maintenance of the natural balance 
of the human body for the purposes of both health maintenance and treatment 
viii 
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of diseases. TCM is widely used in Chinese communities all over the world. 
The World Health Organization officially endorsed that traditional medicine 
must be utilized and improved to complement modern medicine in order to 
extend health care to all. As a medical system which is still used by millions 
of Chinese today, TCM is certainly worthy of serious scientific study. 
The development of research and practice of TCM in China has been par-
ticularly significant in the past few years and a lot of new therapies and pre-
scriptions have been presented to treat many kinds of difficult and complicated 
cases. To carry forward the valuable experience and methods, the Research 
Institute of TCM of China, Beijing(RITCM) assembles articles published in 
majorjournals of TCM in China in the form of abstracts annually. From these 
abstracts people can acquire the latest information of the development in the 
field. However, all these materials are in Chinese. Since there is growing inter-
est internationally in the use of TCM, it is an imperative task to remove the 
obstacles of different cultures and languages to make knowledge and experience 
sharing between western researchers and TCM practitioners more convenient 
and to make more people in the world know TCM better. 
Some of the abstracts from RITCM have been translated into English man-
ually and published by the Research Center of TCM of CUHK. However, the 
volume of the corpus is so large that it's really a tedious burden to handle 
all the translations by hand. In fact, there are great quantities of medical 
terminology in Latin in TCM documents, which are rather difficult for a per-
son even a professional translator to remember. Besides that, compared with 
literature works, grammatical patterns of the medical abstracts are relatively 
fixed. As the amount of the work increases, it will become more and more 
boring for a human translator to perform the work day after day. Typing and 
spelling mistakes will be inevitable in the manual translations. If the huge 
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amount of work is assigned to several human translators, then the uniformity 
of translation style can not be guaranteed and this may confuse the readers to 
a certain extent. 
It has been a few decades since computational linguists started original 
research in the area of Machine Translation. Actually translation between 
two natural languages is an intelligent activity which can be performed by 
a bilingual, who understands the grammatical rules related to the syntax, 
semantics and the vocabulary of both languages pretty well. It's a dream of 
MT researchers to design a fully automatic translation machine, which can 
produce high-quality corresponding target texts with matchless speed. After 
many years of research and practice, this goal still seems too ambitious to be 
attained. Natural languages are too flexible and complicated to be described or 
defined by any mechanical method or bunch of rules. A successful MT system 
should show advantages in its efficiency and low cost with sound translation 
quality. From the experience of the development of many sorts of MT systems 
between different pairs of natural languages, techniques of machine translation 
can be perfectly applied to those domain-dependent problems, which have more 
restricted linguistic phenomena. 
The research is oriented to a domain-dependent MT problem in the field 
of Traditional Chinese Medicine. Great efforts have been made to establish 
a machine translation system of "Machine Translation for Chinese Medical 
Literature(MTCML)" from Chinese into English to simulate the intelligent 
activities of a human translator with the help of computer. The system can 
automatically translate the abstracts of TCM from Chinese into English with 
acceptable if not entirely satisfactory quality. Compared with a human trans-
lator, the machine translation system is more efficient and economical. 
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The practical system adopts modular design which is based on functionality 
and five modules have been implemented. The system adopts a traditional 
transfer model which regards the principal translation process as a transfer 
from the structure of the source language to that of the target language. The 
analysis to the source sentences before the transfer and the generation of the 
target sentences after the transfer are two important links in the MT model. 
Necessary pre-processing and post-editing will also be needed for a practical 
system. The MT system is based on templates, which precisely and concisely 
represent the syntactic structures of source sentences. The new approaches 
put forward in MTCML are verified to be effective by the implemented system. 
The original study will also make contribution to the research of other domain-
dependent MT problems. 
A literature survey on machine translation will be made in Chapter 2. 
Major problems and approaches in the area will be introduced, and strategies 
for specialized problems in the systems between Chinese and English will also 
be discussed. Problems and issues of MTCML will be analysed from the view 
point of MT techniques. 
The five modules namely the Segmentation Module, the Tagging Module, 
the Analysis Module, the Transfer Module and the Generation Module will 
be discussed from Chapter 3 to Chapter 7 respectively. The modular design 
is illustrated in Figure 1.1. The five modules are the foundation stones of 
MTCML and they work step by step. 
Segmentation can be regarded as a step of pre-processing which is defi-
nitely necessary for an MT system whose source language is Chinese. Word is 
the basic unit of a sentence. Since there doesn't exist any distinct delimiter 
between the word components in a Chinese sentence, proper algorithm has to 
li  
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be put forward to segment each Chinese sentence into a sequential string of 
independent Chinese words or phrases. An indexed list containing all the Chi-
nese words and phrases existing in the corpus should be established to support 
the recognition of source words and phrases. 
Tagging is the next pre-processing step which labels the segmented Chinese 
words or phrases with proper linguistic information. A bilingual dictionary 
which contains the information about word category and English equivalent for 
each Chinese word is an important tool for tagging, together with some other 
lexicons and tables. The procedure of tagging provides pertinent preliminary 
knowledge for further analysis to the source sentences and generation of the 
target sentences. 
Thorough and precise analysis to the source sentences is the crux of a 
transfer-controlled MT system. In fact, sentences in a natural language con-
struct an infinite set which can never be exhausted. However grammatical 
rules can regulate the sentence patterns and some abstract representations 
can be adopted to express the sentence structures. In the Analysis Module 
each sentence is expressed in an abstract form which is a combination of the 
corresponding word categories. Furthermore there is a trade-off between the 
analysis and the next transfer. Syntactic and semantic reductions will be per-
formed to achieve more concise and standard representations. With the effec-
tive reductions to the source sentence structures the workload in the Transfer 
Module can be greatly alleviated and therefore the efficiency can be distinctly 
improved. 
It is the precedure of transfer that realizes the mapping from the structure 
of the source language onto that of the target language. The bilingual transfer 
rule-base is the bridge that connects the source sentence patterns to their 
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target equivalents. The concept of template is introduced to include all the 
non-reducible source patterns which are supported in the transfer rule-base. 
The transfer from the source language to the target language is template-based. 
The corresponding target structures should maintain the logical relationships 
between the components of the source sentences and in the meantime comply 
with the grammatical conventions of the target language. 
Sentence generation is the last step in the MT system. Based on the target 
sentence structure which is the result of the transfer step, a complete English 
sentence will be generated. Some strategies are adopted to polish the rough 
translations so that further improvement can be made on the translation qual-
ity. 
Some statistical results of the implemented system will be demonstrated 
and analysed in Chapter 8 and concrete examples will be given to illuminate 
the procedure of translation. Conclusions will be drawn and some further 
discussion will be made in Chapter 9. 
Chapter 2 
Background 
Translation is an intelligent activity which converts texts in a kind of natural 
language to those in another kind of natural language. Translation among 
languages is economically, sociologically and politically vital in the modern 
world. The world market for translation is huge with a fast growth. However, 
though in urgent need of translation the majority of documents and commu-
nications are still untranslated due to the high cost and unavoidable delays of 
human manual translation. It is the need for massive, timely and inexpensive 
translation that motivates the research of machine translation. 
Traditional translation theory believes that translation can be made at 
several levels[Nag89]. Generally speaking, the first level stresses syntactic in-
formation which illuminates the way in which words are put together to form 
phrases, clauses or sentences. It regards the procedure of translation as map-
ping the words and grammatical structures of the source language onto those 
of the target language. The secor^d level is based on communication theory 
and pays more attention to semantic information relating to meaning in lan-
guages. It insists that sentences in the target language should have the same 
meaning as expressed in the source language and this is much more important 
than how many grammatical structures they can keep. The third level is ex-
tremely complicated for it concerns with social results. It declares the proper 
8 
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translation should lead to the identical behavior within a different culture. 
2.1 Strategies in Machine Translation Sys-
tems 
Machine Translation(MT) systems are "computerised systems responsible 
for the production of translations from one natural language into another, with 
or without human assistance"[HS92]. There exists more and more demand for 
computer systems that can translate texts among various languages in our 
information-saturated world. Such kind of research and development activi-
ties is aimed at building automatic systems which can completely or partially 
replace human translators and produce more efficient work. The ideal target 
of an MT system is “fully automatic and high quality”. Generally speaking 
the state of the machine translation art is encouraging but not yet completely 
satisfactory. The structure of a natural language is much more complicated 
than that of any machine language or programming language. Till now, practi-
cal machine translation systems still have great difficulties in translating texts 
devoted to a reasonably broad domain of discourse, even between two specific 
languages[Nir87 . 
Three prevailing strategies have been involved in the design of MT systems 
in the last few decades[HS92, Nag89, Nir87]. The direct translation strategy 
was historically the first, adopted by most systems which were classified as the 
first generation of MT systems. In response to the apparent limitation of this 
strategy, two types of indirect approach were developed, which are known as 
the “transfer,, strategy and the “interlingua,, strategy respectively. Indirect 
systems are sometimes mentioned as the second generation systems. These 
three basic MT strategies will be discussed individually in the following parts. 
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Furthermore, the approach of artificial intelligence and the statistical approach 
will also be introduced. 
2.1.1 Direct MT Strategy 
In the direct approach, each sentence of the text to be translated is passed 
through a series of principal stages, in which the output of each stage is the in-
put to the next[HS92]. A direct translation system is designed, from its outset, 
for a specific source and target language pair. No general linguistic theory or 
parsing principles are necessarily present for direct translation to work. Direct 
systems depend greatly on well-developed dictionaries, morphological analysis, 
and text processing software to achieve the translation results. 
The direct strategy can be summarized in Figure 2.1. A typical direct 
system starts its first step with a morphological analysis phase, which turns 
words in inflected forms into their uninflected forms. Then the results will be 
input into a procedure of bilingual dictionary look-up. There doesn't exist any 
analysis of syntactic structure or semantic relationships. A simple mapping 
will be realized from the source words to the target language equivalents after 
the dictionary look-up. Some local re-ordering rules will be built to exchange 
the positions of some words in the target sentence and the final sentence will 
be generated. 
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The direct approach is an MT strategy which lacks any kinds of inter-
mediate stages in translation processes. Direct translation systems can be 
characterized as word to word with some word order adjustment in the target 
sentence. The obvious limitation of this approach lies in the lack of syntac-
tic analysis and semantic understanding. There is no necessary analysis to 
the internal syntactic structure of the source text, especially the grammatical 
relationships between the words or phrases in the source sentences. 
Due to the straightforward shortcoming, a pure direct translation system 
could bring about frequent mistranslations at the lexical level and inappropri-
ate target syntactic structures which mechanically reflect those of the source 
language. The limitation of the first generation systems led to the development 
of more complicated and robust models for translation. 
2.1.2 Transfer MT strategy 
In the transfer strategy, the process of machine translation can be divided 
into three stages, namely analysis, transfer and generation. A model of this 
process is pictured in Figure 2.2. The first and the most important step is to 
give accurate and detailed analysis to the source language text. An internal 
representation will be given to describe the syntax structure of the source 
sentence and the semantic relationships between the words or phrases. Then 
in the stage of transfer, the expression of the results of the analysis stage 
will be transferred into an expression related to the target language. After a 
successful transfer, the last step for the final translation results is to generate 
the corresponding target text based on the expression derived in the transfer 
stage. 
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Three kinds of dictionaries are principally needed for transfer: a source lan-
guage dictionary which is needed for parsing, a bilingual transfer dictionary 
which is needed in the procedure of transfer, and a target language dictionary 
which is needed for the final generation. From a modular point of view, a 
transfer MT system interposes bilingual modules between intermediate repre-
sentations. These representations are language-dependent, which means the 
result of analysis is an abstract representation of the source text, and the input 
to the generation is an abstract representation of the target text. 
The bilingual transfer module takes the responsibility of converting source 
language representations into those of the target language. The level of transfer 
differs from system to system. The transfer stage involves a bilingual compo-
nent, which is tailored for a specific source language - target language pair. A 
trade-off can be made between the complexity of analysis and transfer. The 
deeper the analysis is, the simpler the transfer procedure will be. 
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The model of transfer method is still widely adopted in many practical 
MT systems today, particularly those performing translation between a single 
language pair. However much more study to semantic information has been 
done in the recent research projects. For the analysis and translation of natural 
languages by means of computer, not only must the syntax which determines 
the structure of the sentence be considered, but also the complex relationships 
of meaning should be dealt with. As Makoto Nagao, one of Japan's leading 
experts in the field of MT pointed out, "The preferred language-processing 
model is one in which syntax and semantics are handled in parallel." "The 
chief purpose of the semantic promitives is simply to eliminate the various 
ambiguities which can arise in the interpretation of sentences" [Nag89 . 
2.1.3 lnterlingua MT Strategy 
An alternative to the transfer approach is to develop a universal, language-
’ independent representation for text, known as interlingua. The MT model thus 
has two phases: analysis and generation. A typical model of an interlingua 
system is shown in Figure 2.3. The aim of analysis is to derive an interlingual 
representation. In an interlingua system, the source text is analysed into an 
abstract representation and the target sentence will be directly generated based 
on the representation. The representation is neutral among the languages 
involved and is independent of any language. It is an abstraction of the target 
text as well as a representation of the source text. 
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This model is particularly attractive in a multilingual system. In the trans-
fer approach, for a translation system with n source languages and m target 
languages, in addition to n analyzers and m generators, mn transfer blocks 
will be required to fulfill the representation conversion between each pair of 
source language - target language. This is an expensive cost whereas such 
modules are totally unnecessary using the interlingua-language method. In 
the interlingua approach, each analysis module can be independent of all the 
other analysis and generation modules. So only n parsers and m generators 
will be needed. 
Quite a few MT systems have been developed using the approach of inter-
lingua. A knowledge-based system of this model was established at Carnegie 
Mellon University's Center for Machine Translation[GN91, NCTG92]. How-
ever compared with a transfer system, an interlingua-based system doesn't 
consider the properties and idiosyncracies of the other languages involved in 
the translation. Therefore the results of the analysis stage in an interlingua-
based system must be in a form which can be utilized by all of the target 
languages. However defining a language-independent interlingua is quite diffi-
cult, even for closely related languages. Furthermore the analysis and gener-
ation grammars will inevitably become complicated when the representations 
can not reflect the characteristics of the source and target texts. In practi-
cal terms, the flexibility of the transfer-based approach overcomes its obvious 
drawback of the cost of adding a new language to the system. Though the 
transfer method requires the construction of a large number of transfer mod-
ules in a multilingual system, the analysis modules are usually much simpler 
than independent interlingual representations, and they can be quite different 
in depth and abstractness according to the relevant languages. So overall the 
transfer approach is still preferred to the interlingua method. 
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2.1.4 AI Approach 
The approach of Artificial Intelligence can be a strong support for solving 
semantics-related problems in Machine Translation. The concept of knowl-
edge base is introduced to contain the knowledge relevant to the topics to 
be translated, which can not be easily put into the dictionaries and lexicons. 
However the range which the knowledge base can cover is so large that it is 
really challenging to choose and include the information which can be vital 
to the translation. If the system can learn enough knowledge about semantic 
meaning of related words and the relationship between components of sen-
tences, a great number of ambiguities, which can be the major difficulty in an 
MT system, can be solved and the quality of translation will be significantly 
improved. 
2.1.5 Statistical Approach 
Statistical approach treats translation as a procedure of decoding. The trans-
lation can be done simply in two steps. The first one is to map the words and 
phrases in the source language onto those in the target language with the help 
of a glossary. The second one is to rearrange the words and phrases in the 
target language into a sentence in the target language. 
� In the first step, the glossary is not set up with a traditional method. 
Instead, a corpus of parallel sentences is adopted. Parallel sentences are a pair 
of sentences in the source language and the target language respectively, which 
express the same meaning. Word pairs in the glossary will be extracted from 
the statistical feature of the parallel sentences. For example, if n pairs of 
parallel sentences are chosen and the source word A appears N times, then 
the target word B which appears N or slightly less than N times in the target 
sentences must be a candidate of the equivalent of A. 
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In the second step, the target words will be re-ordered to generate the 
target sentence. A set of statistical data about the possibilities of each word 
for being the first word in a sentence, being preceded or followed by some word, 
etc. will be set up beforehand. Then the possibility for each permutation of the 
words will be calculated and the one with the highest probability will become 
the winner. 
The advantage of statistical approach is the efficiency of developing a sys-
tem for any pair of languages, as long as a sufficiently huge corpus of parallel 
sentences can be provided. However it is not easy for the corpus to be abun-
dant enough. Furthermore the calculation for the possibilities of all kinds 
of permutation can be quite expensive, and the final results are not reliable 
enough for most systems. 
2.2 Grammars 
One of the fundamental tasks of linguistics is to study the grammar of rules 
and principles which underlies any valid and reasonable expression in a natural 
language. From theoretical linguistic point of view, a set of grammars should 
always meet the following requirements[HS92]. Firstly, grammars should be 
observationally adequate. Whether a particular string of words is well-formed 
( or not should be judged by the grammars. Secondly, grammars should be de-
scriptively adequate. Structural descriptions to strings of well-formed sentences 
will be assigned to explain native speakers' realization about relationships be-
tween utterances. Thirdly, grammars should be explanatorily adequate. They 
should represent the best available descriptively adequate grammar properly 
according to a general theory of possible grammars for natural languages. 
It is widely accepted that a systematic analysis of the input text is an in-
dispensible part of the translation process. The area of morphological analysis, 
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Figure 2.4: Tree Structure for Phrase Structure Grammar 
which is aimed at determining the word category and word form to which an 
input word belongs, has become rather mature with little controversy[Dor93]. 
However, the approach to syntactic analysis, which seeks to identify internal 
constituent structure of input text sentences, is still a research focus[A1187, 
Eyn93]. Different approaches coexist, and none has emerged as the definitive 
method which can surpass all the others. 
A variety of methods have been devised for analysing sentences. The most 
widely used grammar formalisms on which various current parsing systems 
are based include generalized phrase structure grammars, various functional 
grammars, and "situation rule"systems that do not use a grammar in the 
traditional linguistic and computational sense. 
Phrase structure grammar parses several neighbouring parts of sentence 
into a "phrase"[GKPS85, Hal76, Nag89]. For the example expressed in a tree 
structure as shown in Figure 2.4, a sentence can be composed of a noun phrase 
and a verb phrase, while the noun phrase can be composed of an adjective 
and a noun and the verb phrase can be composed of a verb and a noun. Tree 
structures can be laid out with the part of "phrase" as the roots. 
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Case grammar puts verbs in a sentence on a central position[HS92, Nag89 . 
Syntax is less restricted in some natural languages, which means word order 
does not carry enough significance. For this case, use of phrase structure 
grammar is inconvenient since it requires that individual rules must be written 
for all possible permutations of sentence word order. In comparison with phrase 
structure grammar, case grammar will be more effective to parse this type of 
language. In case grammar, whenever a verb is encountered in a sentence, 
three relevant elements will be seeked. The first is the subject or actor of the 
verb, the second is the object or patient of the verb, and the third is the means 
by which the action is performed. Case grammar is therefore a technique of 
labelling each term in a sentence with its relationship to the verb. 
Unification grammar is the name for a number of linguistic approaches 
which take advantage of feature-based representation[HS92, Nir87]. In gen-
eral, syntactic and semantic features can be represented as attributes with 
corresponding values, which are called "attribute-value pairs，，. Features can 
be used to represent a variety of elements, e.g. "category" can be an attribute 
with values such as "noun", "verb", etc., "tense" can be an attribute with 
values such as "present", "future", etc, "surface function" can have values 
of "subject", "modifier", etc. For a feature-based system, in addition to the 
lists of "attribute-value pairs", rules about which features must be combined 
should also be built up. For example, for some natural languages, the fea-
ture of "gender" is bound to appear with that of "noun", while the feature 
of "tense" is connected with that of "verb". The basic idea of the unification 
grammar is that feature structures can be emerged if the values of the features 
are compatible. 
The form of the structures assigned to sentences varies in accordance with 
the underlying grammatical formalism. Typically, parsers in natural language 
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processing systems produce variants of annotated surface structures[Tom86]. 
Most of the MT systems parse source language text into a structure that 
provides sentence constituent information and case frame information for verbs 
and nouns. 
On the other hand, from the semantic point of view, the meanings of com-
plex expressions are functions of the meanings of their componential expres-
sions. A Montague grammar specifies a set of basic expressions such as words 
and a set of syntactic rules which regulate the construction of larger expres-
sions from the basic expressions [HS92, Ros94]. Each basic expression has a 
basic meaning and each syntactic rule has a meaning function which reflects 
the logical value of the combination. To remedy its defect of lacking formal 
mechanisms for handling problems relevant to both syntactic structure and se-
mantic information, some innovations for Montague Grammar are introduced. 
One of them is Situation Semantics, which takes discourse and environments 
into account for semantic interpretation. 
2.3 Sublanguages 
In general, MT systems limit their domain of usefulness to a particular field or 
area of discourse[HS92, Laf91, Nir87]. For exapmle, some systems are applied 
only to weather reports, some systems are aimed at aircraft manuals, etc. Such 
a focus generally gives a domain-dependent MT system a better chance to suc-
ceed because the development of a highly specialized and complete dictionary 
in a specific field enables the system to penetrate effectively the substance dis-
cussed in the text. Such text tends to have much more manageable semantics 
because it has a relatively high frequency of technical terms, each of which 
maps to only one interpretation, and a relatively low frequency of ambiguous 
terms and difficult style. On the other hand, most translation in the world is 
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not of texts which show high literary and cultural significance. There is huge 
and growing demand for translations of scientific and technical documents, 
commercial and business transactions, instruction manuals, etc. Much of the 
translation work is tedious and repetitive, nevertheless requires accuracy and 
consistency. A practical MT system can help a lot in these restricted domains. 
Restricting the type of source text can significantly simplify the problem 
of recognition and analysis and thus achieve translations of good quality. Sys-
tems can be designed to translate only one specified domain of texts. The 
corpus which is targetted at a particular subject is said to be written in a sub-
language. In a sublanguage, the rules for constructing meaningful sentences 
can be made much more precise than in the language as a whole. These rules 
can be related in terms of word classes which are discovered by studying the 
distributional properties of words in texts. In technical translation, the text is 
usually informative, and the usage of terminology is usually consistent while 
the syntax structure is usually simple. Characteristic grammatical features are 
rarely specific to one sublanguage, but certain styles may be more typical than 
others. For different sorts of sublanguages, different styles of translation will 
be made owing to different characteristics of linguistic phenomena. 
There can exist some great difference between the rule set of a sublanguage 
and that of the corresponding natural language. The catalog of syntactic con-
structions available in the language is used only in small part in the sublan-
guage. In a sublanguage, some grammatical properties of individual words 
differ from those in the standard language. The lexicon of the sublanguage is 
often limited to just a few hundred words, which is a mere fraction of that in 
the complete natural language. 
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MT system can be designed to handle a well-restrained sublanguage. Ter-
minology can be clearly defined in a sublanguage system which is oriented to 
a particular subject. Homographs, which have a high frequency in the vo-
cabulary of a natural language, can be distinctly reduced in a sublanguage 
since other domains are not involved. For a system of sublanguage, most ef-
fort can be made on grammatical problems which are typical in texts of the 
domain, and the measurement for success and acceptability will become more 
identifiable. 
However, in some sublanguages, the speciality out of the common language 
might heighten instead of reducing the complexities and difficulties in analysis. 
Furthermore it is not easy to find texts strictly restricted to a specific subject 
since knowledge of other domains will inevitably be involved. It is the degree of 
systematization instead of complexity that makes the most sense to determine 
whether a sublanguage is suitable for a machine translation system. 
2.4 Human Interaction 
The final objective of Machine Translation is "fully-automatic" and "perfectly-
accurate" .However , till now no practical system can completely meet the 
aggressive target. It is a common sense in the research community that there 
is no reason to expect such an ideal system to appear in the near future, though 
great efforts are still made towards the goal. At present, we can have either 
fully automatic translation or high quality computer-based translation, but we 
can not have both simultaneously within one system. Human interaction will 
be necessary to improve the quality of an MT system. Generally speaking, 
there are three types of human interaction in the MT system[HS92, Nag89, 
Nir87；. 
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The most important one is post-editing . Since Machine Translation is still 
an imperfect art, there will inevitably exist some errors or ambiguities in the 
rough translation from the MT system. Post-editing is a process of revising a 
translation after the draft translation has been completed. The task of post-
editing is usually performed by someone familiar with the subject domain. For 
most cases of post-editing, the source text is available with the system output 
in a word processor, so that the human translator can spot every error in the 
draft translation more easily. Some intelligent tools for post-editing are also 
available now. An interactive post-editing system can predict sentences or 
phrases which may be wrongly translated according to past records of failed 
resolutions during the translation procedure. It can also provide the option 
of correcting similar errors automatically throughout the text once the human 
editor has replaced a mistranslation with a corrected form. 
The second type of human interaction is pre-editing, which is a process of 
revising a source text before it is translated. A typical pre-editing procedure 
checks source texts for straightforward problems which could be barriers for 
further analysis in the MT system and tries to eliminate them. Grammatical 
analysis to a source text will become less thorny if pre-editing can be performed 
and words or grammatical constructions which do not conform to the standard 
can be picked out. Pre-editing can also be used to adjust source texts to 
constructions and vocabulary which the MT system can handle well so that 
the problems caused by homographs and other kinds of ambiguities can be 
significantly reduced. 
The third type is intra-processing, which happens within the procedure of 
analysis to a source text. If ambiguity or confusion appears and it can not 
be solved by the machine based on the knowledge that it can acquire, intra-
processing is supposed to help so that the analysis can go on. Different kinds of 
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questions may be asked by the system in an interactive mode. Some may have 
to do with lexical problems such as disambiguating a homograph, some may 
be related to syntactic ambiguities and ask the user to choose among several 
alternative candidates, etc. Intelligence is also intriguing for intra-processing 
to avoid constant repetitions of the same interactions due to lack of the memory 
for similar problems and the earlier responses. 
2.5 Evaluation for Performance 
The most important problem for performance evaluation to an MT system lies 
in translation quality[HS92, Hut86, Nir87], which includes quite a few factors 
such as the fidelity of the translation to the original source text, the clarity 
for a reader to understand, and the extent to which the translation uses a 
suitable style to meet its content and intention. The success of any machine 
translation system is measured in terms of the quality of its output. For the 
testing of accuracy of the translation text, objective methods will be preferable. 
In the case of some instruction manuals, a practical evaluation can be made to 
see if someone using the translation can carry out the instructions as well as 
someone using the original. As a standard performance evaluation approach, 
bench-mark tests can also be used. A corpus of texts will be chosen to be 
a bench-mark. The bench-mark should cover the whole range of linguistic 
phenomena which are expected to be dealt with by the MT system. However 
it is a tough task to choose such a suitable bench-mark since MT systems differ 
widely in languages treated, types of texts, involvement of users in pre-editing, 
interaction, and many other factors. 
On the other hand, performance of operational MT systems is also mea-
sured in terms of their cost and their speed in pages in comparison with the 
relative cost and speed of human translation. An assessment of the costs of 
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installing and running a system and of the expected savings can be a major 
feature of any evaluation. Costings are based on the total operational environ-
ment which is decided by many factors. Evaluations about the relative benefits 
over human translation can also be made, which may include faster produc-
tion of translations, better consistency in terminology, simultaneous output 
in many languages, etc. Actually in the long run, MT and human transla-
tion will probably not be viewed in competition with each other. Humans will 
tend to concentrate on the more creative translation tasks, while machines will 
concentrate on the more routine, high-volume tasks. 
Limitations and corresponding improvability can be important evaluations 
to MT systems. It is usually concerned with what the limitations of the sys-
tem are and how the system can be improved. As an imperfect technique, 
different system can have different limitations and shortcomings, which can be 
tested by the developers and even the users. However, assessment of potential 
improvement greatly depends on good knowledge about the basic design and 
internal architecture and mechanism of the system and can be performed only 
by the developers. Potential extendihility to other subject domains and other 
languages is another issue. With great differences among various subject do-
mains into consideration, systems designed for one particular area will more 
or less have obstacles to extend to other areas. The extendibility of an MT 
system is related to the modularity of its analysis, transfer and generation 
components to a great extent. 
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2.6 Machine Translation between Chinese and 
English 
Machine translation between Chinese and English is one of the hottest topics 
in the research area of Chinese Computing in recent years. Quite a few MT 
projects between Chinese and English have been carried out and still more are 
under development. A lot of active researchers are exploring in the field and 
have gained great achievements. 
MT research involving the Chinese language, mainly English-Chinese or 
Chinese-English started as early as the 1950s. However it is only in the recent 
years that large practical systems, both academic and commercial ones have 
been implemented. Compared with English-Chinese MT, relatively mature 
Chinese-English MT systems appeared even late. 
It is well known that there exists great gap between Chinese and English[Tan92 . 
The two natural languages have completely different historical and linguis-
tic roots. Chinese is known for its relatively free structure as grammar is 
concerned[GXS+97, LT81]. As compared with English, it is not subject to 
rigid rules on many occasions. Some linguists regard Chinese as a “position 
language", in which the property of each character depends upon the position 
where it is placed. So it is simple and perspicuous. English, however, is an "in-
flectional language", in which the intricate and complicated variation in both 
words and grammatical rules is bound to make it ponderous and redundant. 
Thus in English when a word is needed in grammar, it can never be omitted 
even if it is absolutely unnecessary in meaning. It is quite important for re-
searchers of MT between Chinese and English to grasp the different features 
of the two languages. It is the flexibility of Chinese grammar that makes the 
understanding and analysis to Chinese and thus the Machine Translation from 
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Chinese into English even more thorny. 
From the linguistic grammatical point of view, principal methods adopted 
by current Chinese-English MT research are syntax-based and semantics-oriented. 
The transfer system model is adopted by most Chinese-English MT systems. 
Quite a few successful MT systems from Chinese into English have been de-
veloped for academic and commercial purpose. 
CEMT-III[TSM94] is a fully automatic Chinese-English MT system de-
veloped by Harbin Institute of Technology, China. CEMT-III is a typical 
system of production formula. The system is composed of three functional 
modules, namely a Chinese-English bilingual dictionary as a database, a set 
of grammatical rules as a knowledge-base, and an interpreter for control rules 
as a reasoning engine. Transfer strategy is adopted by the system. The con-
trol flow of the system is also a traditional one, which includes segmentation 
for Chinese words, bilingual dictionary look-up, Chinese syntactic analysis, 
Chinese-English structure transfer, and English generation. A sequence of 
Chinese words will be reduced into a tree structure in the analysis step. This 
Chinese syntactic tree will be reconstructed into that of its corresponding En-
glish syntactic structure in the procedure of transfer, by three basic operations 
on subtrees, namely adding, deleting and moving. The final English transla-
tion is attained by queuing the leaves of the English syntactic tree from left 
to right. Different types of ambiguities, especially homographs, are handled in 
the system. The key point of CEMT-III is a thorough analysis to source texts. 
Only after painstaking efforts have been made on analysis to the source texts 
can translations of high quality be produced. 
ALICE(Automatic Language Interpreter from Chinese into English)[CK93 
is an experimental Chinese-English MT system for translation of Chinese news 
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headlines, which is set up by researchers from Taiwan and the USA. There are 
four processing modules in the ALICE system, namely syntactic and semantic 
analysis, disambiguation, transfer and generation. Three rule-bases are built 
up in the system including LFG-like Chinese analysis grammar rules, transfer 
rules and English generation grammar rules. Four lexicons are established to 
support the source language analysis and the target language generation. The 
system is based on a syntactic-transfer, lexical-interlingual approach, which 
makes effort to take advantage of both the transfer strategy and the interlin-
gua strategy. It is transfer based while the function of the transfer module 
is significantly reduced. The source language analysis is based on unification 
formalism which is mentioned in Section 2.2, and produces f-structures as in-
termediate representation. The f-structure acts as the interlingua which is an 
abstract representation for both the source language and the target language. 
The system made significant contribution to the transfer for verb patterns, se-
mantic functions, and decisions about number, definiteness, and tense, which 
are implicit in Chinese. 
CEMAT(Chinese-to-English MAchineTranslation system) [LDC92, LsWT92 
is an MT system developed by National Chiao Tung University in Taiwan, 
which adopts the transfer approach to translate Chinese sentences. CEMAT 
is composed of six modules: the word identifier for the purpose of Chinese 
word segmentation, the syntactic parser which analyses the sentence's syn-
tactic structure, the semantic interpreter which generates the semantic infor-
mation, the tense and aspect determiner which makes effort to handle those 
implicit information in Chinese, the lexical selector which is designed to solve 
the problems of homographs, and the target language generator. The whole 
system is based on a type of the unification-based formalism called HPSG, 
which is in some way similar to the system of ALICE. Attribute-value pairs 
will be assigned to the key words in a sentence. Abundant information will 
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be kept inside these pairs, from syntax to semantics, from word category to 
voice and tense. Though having some straightforward limitations such as the 
poor results for handling sentences including conjunction words, the system 
can produce good quality translations with HPSG into practice. 
Besides the systems based on traditional models, new ideas are continuously 
proposed by innovative researchers. As attractive new strategies to solve the 
problems in MT, AI approach and statistical approach are introduced into the 
research area of MT between Chinese and English[Ss94]. The common point 
of these new approaches is that translations are generated mainly according 
to the logical relationship between the words of a sentence instead of detailed 
processes of analysis and transfer. With these new approaches, quite a few 
knotty problems and difficulties which can not be successfully overcome by 
traditional methods will be solved or alleviated to a great extent. Nevertheless 
on the other hand new problems can occur due to the poor knowledge about 
syntactic structure of the source sentences, which is more or less a key point for 
natural language understanding. Only some small-scale experimental systems 
have been developed completely under these approaches and the accuracy is 
not very satisfactory. However these new methods and ideas show significant 
potential to play an important role in the domain where conventional methods 
can be rather weak and can be combined with traditional methods and other 
approaches to improve the translation quality of MT systems. 
To summarize the current status of MT research between Chinese and En-
glish, based on relatively mature knowledge about prevailing linguistic charac-
teristics of the two languages and principal differences between them, a series 
of approaches have been proposed and proved effective by practical systems. It 
is a common sense in the community that proper and suitable analysis to the 
source language is critical to the success of an MT system. Many efforts have 
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been made to solve the knotty problems in the analysis such as a variety of 
ambiguities. Besides the traditional approaches, many new ideas are springing 
up and make contribution to many open problems in the research area. In fact 
it is arbitrary to claim that one method is superior to all the others for any MT 
system. For most situations, the suitable strategy which should be adopted 
in a system greatly depends on practical cases. The determination will be 
related to the target and the scale of the system. It should be realized that 
whether the system is a general-purpose one or a domain-dependent one. If it 
is a domain-dependent system, then it is also important to know whether the 
system is news-headline-oriented or scientific-article-oriented, etc. Traditional 
method of transfer model is still widely used with some modifications such as 
semantic analysis, unification grammar, etc. New ideas have kept springing up 
and made contribution to the resolution of many open problems in the research 
area. Different methods can be combined to achieve high quality MT results. 
2.7 Problems and Issues in MTCML 
Machine Translation for Chinese Medical Literature is targetted at the re-
search area of machine translation from Chinese into English. The research 
topic restrains the source texts in the domain of TCM abstracts, which is well 
defined. This is a typical sublanguage MT problem. The system limits its 
domain of usefulness to a particular area of discourse with much more limited 
vocabulary and other linguistic phenomena. 
2.7.1 Linguistic Characteristics of the Corpus 
MT technology at current stage is still far from perfect due to sophisticated 
linguistic phenomena of natural languages. Vocabulary and sentences in a 
natural language are infinite sets. Furthermore one word may correspond to 
a bunch of categories and meanings while one sentence can be interpreted in 
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many different ways. The grammatical rules can also be extremely complicated 
and in the meantime be markedly diverse from one language to another. As 
discussed in Section 2.3, a domain-dependent MT system usually has a much 
better chance to succeed than a general-purpose system. In a sublanguage 
whose corpus is restricted to a certain domain, the vocabulary will be much 
more limited in the aspects of both size and meanings. Sentence patterns will 
be in more regular styles and the grammatical rules can be more simple. 
The corpus for MTCML is oriented to the abstracts of TCM literature. 
Compared with Chinese in general sense, the vocabulary involved in the cor-
pus is quite limited with distinct features of category distribution. In the 
dictionary for the domain-dependent corpus, around 4O% of the vocabulary 
^re herb names and around 20% are symptom names. The Chinese words in 
these two categories which occupy altogether more than half of the sublanguage 
vocabulary will not cause lexical ambiguities on account of their unique mean-
ings. For the words which belong to the conventional categories the problem 
of ambiguity is also greatly curtailed in the domain-dependent corpus. Most 
ambiguous words in the general-purpose linguistic system will map onto only 
one interpretation in the sublanguage system. For example, as a verb, the 
Chinese word " q u 4 ( i ) " can have two meanings: one is "go" and the other 
is "omit", with a higher frequency to the first one. However in the corpus of 
the TCM abstracts, the word will always have the meaning "omit" without 
ambiguity. Furthermore the usage of terminology in the well-defined texts is 
usually consistent, which makes the semantic understanding much easier. 
Chinese has relatively flexible syntactic structures. A Chinese word can 
play different roles as a syntactic component in different sentences according 
to its position in the corresponding sentences. In the TCM corpus, most 
source texts are informative and the syntactic structures are relatively simple. 
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Many sentence patterns in general Chinese such as exclamatory sentences, 
interrogative sentences, etc. will never appear in the TCM corpus. Similar 
contents are usually expressed in consistent patterns. As literature abstracts, 
most sentences in the texts are short. The composition of the sentences is 
comparatively concise. Modifiers in the corpus hold a much lower frequency 
than those in a general domain do. Furthermore most of the modifiers in the 
sublanguage are objective instead of subjective since the source texts are based 
on scientific practice. For example, a noun which is a herb name is usually 
modified by its corresponding dosage composed of a number and its classifier 
unit, e.g. "ren2 shenl 10 ke4 (A# 10 克），，.Fuzzy modifiers such as "hao3(i^ 
)，，，“^廿孔14(坏），，，"duol(# )，，，“31^ 03(少）”，etc. have little chance to appear in 
the corpus. 
L 
2.7.2 Strategies for problems in MTCML 
MTCML is an original research in the area of machine translation. The cor-
pus of TCM abstracts has never been studied before in any other MT system. 
However previous work in MT especially in the field from Chinese into English 
can provide valuable experience to the exploration of MTCML. With an au-
tomatic translation problem from Chinese into English as the research object, 
MTCML should inherit the common features of this sort of MT systems and 
in the meantime develop strategies which suit the linguistic characteristics of 
the TCM sublanguage well. 
With the linguistic features of the corpus and both the advantages and 
the disadvantages of prevailing MT models into consideration, the traditional 
transfer model is adopted by MTCML. The transfer model has also been 
adopted by some other MT systems from Chinese into English, e.g. the 
CEMT-III by Harbin Institute of Technology, China(See Section 2.6). The 
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transfer strategy has been verified to be extremely effective and efficient in 
one-language-pair problems without strict demanding for semantic analysis to 
the source language. In a transfer model translation is realized by the transfer 
from the source grammatical structure to the target one. Abstract represen-
tations for both the source texts and the target texts have to be available to 
support the strategy. Appropriate representations should be chosen to guar-
antee the preciseness of the transfer. 
The extraction of abstract representations from source sentences is a, key 
point for the transfer model. It also determines the feasibility of the model to 
be applied to a practical MT system. The data structure of “tree,, has been 
chosen by many transfer-controlled systems to represent the syntactic struc-
ture of the source sentences and the transfer will be implemented through the 
operations on the trees. However this strategy can be rather expensive and 
the efficiency will be quite limited. Instead the concept of “template,, is intro-
duced in MTCML to act as the representation for a concrete source sentence. 
Template is a well-reduced sequential combination of word categories which 
construct the sentence. The template base which is a collection of valid source 
sentence structures should be complete so that each sentence in the corpus 
can be recognized and later transferred to the corresponding target structure. 
Besides that, redundancy in the template base should be eliminated by neces-
sary syntactic and semantic reductions, e.g. the combination of an adjective 
and a noun can be reduced to the structure of a noun. Only after reasonable 
reductions have been performed can the template base become concise and 
standardized. 
The framework of MTCML is a traditional one, which consists of the mod-
ules of segmentation, tagging, analysis, transfer and generation. With the 
theoretical support of the transfer model, specialized strategies and algorithms 
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are designed in each module to realize the targets effectively and efficiently step 




Segmentation is the first indispensable problem existing in a practical Machine 
Translation system whose source language is Chinese. Unlike English, there 
doesn't exist any explicit interval marker between two successive words or 
‘phrases in a Chinese sentence. A Chinese sentence must be segmented into a 
series of independent words or phrases in sequence first before it can be further 
understood and handled. 
3.1 Strategies for Segmentation 
Segmentation for Chinese sentences is one of the thorny problems in the natural 
language understanding and processing for Chinese. The main objective of an 
algorithm for Chinese word segmentation is to convert a Chinese sentence 
into a sequential combination of Chinese words and phrases with the greatest 
accuracy and the least overhead. An indexed Chinese word list which collects 
all the valid words and phrases in the corpus is established to support the 
process of segmentation. The index can be created according to the concrete 
case. The choice of an appropriate algorithm is also greatly related to the 
characteristics of the corpus. The trade-off between the accuracy and the 
overhead is properly balanced according to the possibility of segmentation 
ambiguity present in the texts. 
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The possibility of segmentation ambiguity differs greatly among different 
types of corpus. A case of segmentation ambiguity may occur when a series 
of successive Chinese characters "ABC" in a sentence could be segmented 
into either "AB/C" or "A/BC" since both"AB" and “BC” are included in the 
Chinese word list. A straightforward method to solve the problem is to prepare 
a list of statistical frequency about all the words and phrases in the indexed 
word list beforehand. If the frequency of "BC" is larger than that of "AB", 
then the string will be segmented into "A/BC". A distinct problem arises 
since in this method the word or phrase with a lower frequency will never be 
segmented correctly even if it should be under certain linguistic environment. 
This shortcoming can be greatly curtailed in a sublanguage system, where the 
vocabulary could be a relatively limited one. 
A traditional segmentation method is called The Maximum Matching Method 
(MM). In this method, the segmentation starts from a Chinese character string 
of the longest length in a source sentence. If the string can not be matched 
in the word table, then the last Chinese character will be removed from the 
string and a new searching begins. This process goes iteratively until a word 
or phrase is segmented. Then the segmentation for the next word goes on 
until all the words in the text have been segmented. Actually this method is 
quite effective and efficient. However it can not handle ambiguous cases so the 
accuracy is not satisfactory enough. 
A similar method which is called The Reverse Directional Maximum Match-
ing Method (RMM) starts the segmentation from the end of the sentence. Ex-
periments show that the accuracy of this method is improved compared with 
that of the Maximum Matching Method. However an indexed list with re-
versed Chinese words are required in this method, which is obviously a heavy 
burden since it is so unnatural. 
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In fact MM and RMM can be used simultaneously in a segmentation algo-
rithm. A source sentence can be segmented from two directions, i.e. from left 
to right and from right to left, and the two results will be compared. If the 
results do not conform to each other, which indicates an ambiguity, further 
steps such as human interference will be made to determine which result is 
true. Obviously a more accurate segmentation result can be achieved while 
more overhead for the two-directional scanning and decision-making for dis-
ambiguation will be inevitably introduced. 
Another method uses all the words and phrases in the word list to match the 
words in the source sentences, from the long words to the short ones. Since 
this method is very time consuming, it is less meaningful for the practical 
applications. 
3.2 Segmentation algorithm in MTCML 
The corpus which MTCML encounters is domain-dependent. The vocubulary 
is only a small sub-set of Chinese words and phrases, with a high proportion 
of Traditional Chinese Medicine terminology. The possibility of segmenta-
tion ambiguity is much lower than that of a general purpose system or other 
domain-dependent applications. To balance the trade-off between the accuracy 
and the overhead, a method of transformed maximum matching is adopted. 
After the process, a source sentence which initially is a sequential string of 
Chinese characters can be segmented into a combination of Chinese words and 
phrases which are separated by spaces. 
The first step and also one of the key points of segmentation is to set up a 
suitable indexed Chinese word-table which ideally contains every word in the 
corpus. Actually it is a hard task to establish and maintain the list. First 
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all the valid words and phrases which are supported in the domain-dependent 
system are picked out from the corpus based on the study to the vocabulary. 
Then a quick-sort algorithm is implemented to set up an indexed Chinese word 
table which is in a descending order of two-byte codes. An indexed table can 
make the following searching and matching much more efficient. 
The flow chart for the segmentation module in MTCML is shown in Figure 
3.1. In this module, a source sentence is extracted from a certain sample 
text first. Appearance of a general punctuation mark (except the pause mark, 
the brackets and several number symbols such as decimal dot, percentage 
mark, etc.)in the text is regarded as the stop of a sentence. With boundary 
( determined, the sentence is segmented from left to right. 
At the very beginning the first Chinese character of the sentence is ex-
tracted and searched in the indexed word-table. If matched, a group of words 
whose first character is exactly the searched one are selected. Since the word 
table is indexed on the two-byte codes, this group of words are sequentially 
listed in the table. With the matched character as the starting point, the 
words of the group are tested one by one. The word of the maximum length in 
the group which is confirmed to be a sub-string of the sentence is eventually 
chosen to be a segmented word in the sentence and the length of the word 
“len,, is also recorded. 
After one word in the sentence has been segmented, the next searching 
starts from the character which is /en-character right to the last starting 
point and this maximum matching process iterates until the whole sentence is 
scanned. The segmented words are delimited with spaces. After the segmen-
tation, a source Chinese sentence is represented as a sequential combination of 
words and phrases. 
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Besides the Chinese characters, quite a few numbers, alphabets and other 
special symbols exist in the abstracts. Some of them are in ascii format while 
some others are in two-byte format. Both of the formats can be recognized and 
the objects represented in different formats can be assimilated in the process 
of segmentation. A list for number and number symbols, (e.g. the decimal 
dot, the percentage mark, the dollar mark, etc.) in both of the formats and 
a list for two-byte alphabets are set up to make the segmentation for these 
symbols successful. For the segmentation of the special symbols, a string of 
successive numbers or alphabets is regarded as one segmentation unit, e.g. 
“91.6%，,，“ml”，etc. 
For the domain-dependent system with a limited vocabulary, the maximum 
matching approach can achieve a satisfactory accuracy which is better than 
99%. Human interference is used to correct the segmentation errors which 
have little chance to appear. The segmentation results are written into a text 
file sentence by sentence. This file acts as the source of input for the tagging 
module. 
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Figure 3.1: Flow Chart for Segmentation in MTCML 
Chapter 4 
Tagging 
A natural language is the carrier of a human being's thoughts. Different sorts 
of ideas and feelings can be expressed explicitly with the power of a language. 
Sentence is the fundamental unit of a language. A sentence is composed of a 
L 
series of words and phrases, which are even smaller linguistic units. 
4.1 Objective 
Words in a natural language construct an infinite set which can never be 
exhausted. However infinite words can always be classified into limited cat-
egories, usually not more than twenty in a natural language. Categories are 
established according to different syntactic functions and characteristics of 
words in sentences. Words in the same category usually play similar roles in 
sentences. Linguists have studied this problem carefully and some fundamen-
tal word categories, e.g. noun, verb, adjective, adverb, etc. are adopted in 
most of the natural languages. The relationship between categories and words 
is many-to-many. Obviously a category is composed of many words. On the 
other hand, a word can also be classified into several categories, and the de-
termination depends on the syntactic role which the word plays in a concrete 
sentence. 
40 
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Generally speaking, grammar of a natural language is a set of rules which 
restrict syntactic combinations of sentences. From the view point of grammar, 
some combinations of words are valid to constitute a sentence while some others 
are not. Different natural languages have different sets of grammar. As two 
widely spoken languages, English and Chinese have quite different grammar. 
Grammar of English is relatively strict, which in many cases requires certain 
word to exist in certain place of a sentence even if it is completely not necessary 
in meaning. Compared with that of English, grammar of Chinese is more 
flexible. Actually this characteristic makes computational natural language 
understanding for Chinese even more difficult. 
It is a necessity to acquire the syntactic combination of a sentence before 
^ 
further analysis to the sentence can be made. Inevitably each word in the 
sentence has to be tagged with a category, which the word belongs to. The 
objective of the tagging module is to label each word in a sentence with a 
suitable category, so that syntactic structure of the sentence can be acquired. 
4.2 Approach 
In the Tagging Module, necessary syntactic information is tagged to the words 
in a sentence, which is the result of segmentation. With the practical corpus 
of the TCM abstracts into consideration, appropriate category attributes are 
picked to represent the syntactic roles that the words play in a sentence. 
4.2.1 Category and Sub-category 
Based on the research to the features of the Chinese words and phrases in 
the TCM corpus and the conventional word categories in Chinese, twelve cat-
egory attributes are defined in the MTCML system, namely, "ph" , "conj", 
"noun'% " sym" , "aux，，，‘‘q”，“v”，"num", "adj" , "adv" , "pron,, and 
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"prep" . The categories are necessary and enough to categorize syntactic at-
tributes of the source words in the domain-dependent system. Table 4.1 list 
all the twelve categories and their syntactic functions. 













Table 4.1: Categories in the Tagging Module 
Determination for the categories in the system is critical for the understand-
ing and analysis to the Chinese source sentences. Special care should be taken 
to guarantee the completeness and the necessity. The classification should 
manage to avoid both ambiguity and redundancy. To analyse the source sen-
tences more precisely, several categories have to be divided into sub-categories 
to manifest the subtle differences of the syntactic and semantic functions of 
the words in the same category. 
“Ph,, represents fixed phrases of medical literature, similar to idioms in 
general-purpose articles(e.g. "xianl jianl(：^ ,¾ )", "sui2 zheng4 jial�1已113(随 
症加减）”’ etc.). The syntactic function of the category of "ph" is so flexible 
that it is hard to use any conventional Chinese word category to represent it. 
Furthermore "ph" also has a variety of features for sentence constitution. It 
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can not only act as a component in a sentence but also construct a complete 
sentence independently. 
“Conj,, stands for conjunctions, which are used to connect terms of same 
or similar categories. A conjunction can be regarded as a label of cohesion so 
that the two terms connected by it can be recognized as one component of a 
sentence. This is important for the following sentence analysis. 
‘‘Sym,, stands for terminology of symptoms, which appear frequently in 
the TCM corpus. This category is used to tag a bunch of terms describing all 
kinds of symptoms. According to the usage of these terms in the abstracts, 
it is found difficult to use any existing word category in Chinese to represent 
these terms. So a new category of "sym" is introduced. From the view point 
of semantics, terms of symptoms in the abstracts usually act as conditional 
adverbials with the meaning of “in case of ..，，. 
"Awa;" stands for auxiliary words, which do not have explicit meaning but 
usually imply some information related to tense and voice. Unlike English, 
Chinese doesn't have distinct markers for tense and voice. Besides the infor-
mation from semantics and pragmatics, auxiliaries usually supply key hints 
in these aspects. Based on the study to the auxiliaries in the TCM corpus, 
three sub-categories are classified. The first sub-category is denoted as "au". 
"Av" represents voice-related auxiliaries. The second sub-category is denoted 
as "ai". Auxiliaries of “at’， are relevant to tense. The third sub-category is 
denoted as “ax，，，which shows no obvious function in a source sentence. 
"Q" stands for classifiers, which are represented either in Chinese or in 
alphabets in the corpus. Contrasted to those in English, some classifiers in 
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Chinese carry explicit meaning while some others do not. Some classifiers rep-
resent units of concrete quantity of substance, but some others only indicate 
conventional units of measurement for certain kinds of substance. Subcate-
gories are built to differentiate the Chinese classifiers, which is necessary for 
the analysis. Based on the study to Chinese classifiers in the corpus, three 
sub-categories of "q" are introduced, which are shown in Table 4.2. The first 
sub-category is denoted as “qt,,. “Qt，，is used to classify those classifiers that 
represent units of time (e.g. "ri4(0) ' , , “2^0廿1(周)”,“yue4(B),,，etc.). The 
second sub-category is denoted as “qw,,. "Qw" represents classifiers related to 
weight, volume or other substantial quantity of countable nouns (e.g. "ml", 
"g", etc.). The third sub-category is denoted as “qx，’. “Qx，’ represents clas-
sifiers that have no exact meaning but act as conventional measurement units 
in Chinese (e.g. “ge4(t)”，“zhil(R)”，etc.). 
Subcategory Relevance English homologue Syntactical Function 
qt time yes temporal adverbial 
qw weight, volume, etc. yes subject, object 
qx not fixed yes/no subject, object 
Table 4.2: Sub-Categories of "q" 
“ y stands for verbs. Three sub-categories are supported in the cate-
gory system, namely transitive verbs("u^"), intransitive verbs("fz") and link-
ing verbs("6e"). Since a verb is the key word for a sentence in most cases, it 
is necessary to distinguish the syntactic functions of different types of verbs 
in Chinese sentences. For example, the syntactic structure of "vt+noun" and 
"vi+noun" leads to different sentence combinations. "Vt+noun" usually im-
plies a combination of predicate and object, while "vi+noun" may imply the 
structure of an inverted sentence, in which the positions of the subject and the 
predicate are inverted. "Be" is a limited subset of verbs, which regards the 
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following nouns or quantifiers as predicatives. 
“Num,, represents the quantifiers in the system. As a type of technical 
document, the TCM abstracts contain quite a few data, reporting the results 
of treatment, quantity of experiment material, etc. The quantifiers can appear 
as Chinese characters or numbers, either in one-byte format or in two-byte 
format. 
“Adj,, stands for adjectives, “adv,, stands for adverbs, ^'pron^^ stands for 
pronouns and “prep,, stands for prepositions. In the TCM abstracts most of 
the sentences are short and concise. Vocabulary of these categories are rather 
simple and limited. 
4.2.2 Tools 
Several dictionary tools are adopted to fulfill the tagging. After the process of 
this module, each word in a sentence is tagged with a label of three elements: 
source Chinese word, category attribute of the word and the corresponding 
English equivalent. The tools used in the tagging module are shown in Figure 
4.1. 
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Figure 4.1: Tools in the Tagging Module 
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The most important tool for this process is a bilingual dictionary. Each 
entry of the dictionary has three elements: (Chinese word, category attribute, 
English equivalent), which represents the source Chinese word or phrase, its 
category or sub-category attribute and its corresponding English translation 
respectively. A Chinese word or phrase may map onto two or even more 
categories(sub-categories) and English homologues. Serving a domain-dependent 
system with a limited range of vacabulary, this dictionary includes a very 
low proportion of such kind of ambiguity. The bilingual dictionary acts as 
an important preliminary knowledge-base to solve these problems. Necessary 
information for disambiguation is recorded in the corresponding entry with 
suitable structure. The details will be introduced in the chapter of the gen-
eration module with concrete examples. In the case of ambiguity, besides all 
the matched categories(sub-categories) and English equivalents, information 
for disambiguation is also tagged to the source Chinese word. The disam-
biguation can be made in the stage of analysis and generation, which will be 
discussed in the later chapters. The dictionary is set up according to the source 
words in the indexed Chinese word-table of the segmentation process. 
Several other data files have also been established to tag the samples. 
Firstly, a file named “marLtxt,, is set up with entry {punctuation mark, 
class, translation), which represents the punctuation mark, the name of the 
mark, and the corresponding mark in English respectively. All the punctuation 
marks that appear in the corpus are collected in this file and these punctuation 
marks are all two-byte symbols. The field "class" tags the information relevant 
to the punctuation mark, such as "comma", "stop", "pause", etc., which will 
be quite useful in the process of analysis. The field "translation" fills the 
corresponding one-byte symbol in the file, which is suitable for the English 
translation. For example, the "translation" item for the pause mark (2-byte) 
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is “,” (l-byte). It's a common sense that comma is used in English instead of 
pause mark in Chinese to link two terms of the same attribute. In this way we 
get one-byte punctuation marks in the final translation which can be shown in 
general ascii text mode. 
Secondly, a file named “uum.hi” which contains quantifiers and some re-
lated symbols is set up with entry {number, translation). The field "number" 
represents a member of the set {0-9, ., %, -, / } , which is also a two-byte sym-
bol. The field "translation" represents the corresponding one-byte symbol, 
which is in the same situation as that of “mark.txt，，. 
Lastly, a file named “qsym.M,, which contains classifiers represented in 
alphabets is set up with entry (classifiersymbol, translation). The field "clas-
sifier^ymbol" represents a member of the set containing the alphabetical clas-
sifiers such as "g", "ml", "mg", etc., which are also in two-byte format. The 
field "translation" contains the corresponding one-byte symbol. These special 
classifiers can be recognized by the system after tagging. 
Chapter 5 
Analysis 
Analysis of source Chinese sentences is undoubtedly the most important step 
in the whole MT system. Only after the structure of a source sentence has 
been carefully and thoroughly analysed is it possible to match a suitable equiv-
alent structure in English and finally generate the translation successfully. The 
quality of the translation texts greatly depends on the quality of analysis. Fur-
thermore there should be a reasonable balance between analysis and transfer. 
Expensive backtracks will happen if the analysis results can not be understood 
or accepted by the following transfer step and thus no corresponding target 
structure can be derived. To satisfy the linguistic features of the domain-
dependent MT system which is oriented to the corpus of TCM abstracts, ap-
propriate strategies have been adopted to pursue high quality analysis. 
5.1 Linguistic Study of the Corpus 
There are several categories of abstracts in the TCM corpus, namely clini-
cal article, experimental study, Chinese abstract, review and history article. 
MTCML is mainly aimed at solving the translation problems of clinical arti-
cles, which occupy a relatively large proportion. 
48 
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Clinical articles are mainly intended to introduce new modalities of tradi-
tional Chinese medicine for treating different kinds of diseases. There are quite 
a few common contents in the abstracts of clinical articles, such as components 
of the prescription, symptom-related modifications to the prescription, instruc-
tions about the dosage of the medicine, the length of a course of treatment, and 
the results of the clinical treatment, etc. Some clinical articles may contain 
more information, for instance the result of comparison with a contrast group, 
procedure of therapy, etc. Similar contents are usually expressed in consistent 
forms, most of which can be expressed as patterns or templates. 
As abstracts, one ofthe prevailing characteristics of the corpus texts is con-
ciseness. Most of the sentences in the corpus are relatively short and descrip-
tive. Compared with general Chinese language, the corpus has some distinct 
linguistic features which are discussed as follows. Here we use “S，，to represent 
subject, “V，，to represent predicate verb, " 0 " to represent object and "C" to 
represent complement. 
5.1.1 Imperative Sentences 
Imperative sentences are used to express requests, requirements or commands. 
For example "Sit down please." is a typical English imperative sentence. From 
the syntactic point of view, there is no explicit subject in an imperative sen-
tence. This sentence pattern exists in both Chinese and English with the same 
syntactic structure of " V ( + 0 ) ( + C ) " . 
Imperative sentences frequently appear in the abstracts of clinical articles. 
Actually this is quite reasonable because many sentences in the texts are in-
structive, e.g. how to adjust the dosage, how to take the medicine, etc. Though 
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there is no obvious subject in an imperative sentence, “you,, can always be re-
garded as an implicit one. This is the same for both Chinese and English. 
Based upon the similarity of the two languages on the imperative sentence 
structure, the implicit subject need not be analysed as a component of the 
source sentence. The corresponding English translation is in the light of the 
same convention without any confusion introduced. 
5.1.2 Elliptical Sentences 
As mentioned in Chapter 2, English is an “inflectional language". The intricate 
and complicated variation in both words and grammatical rules is bound to 
make it ponderous and redundant. Thus in English when a word is needed 
in grammar, it can never be omitted even if it is absolutely unnecessary in 
meaning. Compared with that of English, the structure of Chinese is relatively 
free. Chinese is regarded as a “position language", which is not subject to rigid 
rules on many occasions. The property of each Chinese character depends 
upon the position where it is placed. In many cases a Chinese character or 
word can be omitted from the sentence as long as its meaning can be inferred 
without ambiguity, even if it may play an important role from the view point 
of sentence structure. Such kind of sentence with one or several structure 
components omitted is called an elliptical sentence in grammatical linguitics. 
It is the flexibility of the Chinese words and phrases that makes the analysis 
of Chinese sentences extremely complicated. 
This kind of Chinese linguistic characteristic is reflected markedly in the 
corpus. Due to limited space, the style of the abstracts is terse. As a result, 
several typical kinds of elliptical sentences appear in the abstracts. The el-
liptical sentences can express meanings clearly enough for native readers to 
understand, but to translate them into English the omitted parts have to be 
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filled up in most cases to make the corresponding English sentences free of 
grammatical mistakes. For the Chinese elliptical sentences, successful trans-
fer to the corresponding target structure can not be guaranteed unless proper 
analysis to the source sentences can be made. Some typical elliptical sentence 
patterns in the corpus are listed as follows. 
Both of the subject and the predicate verb are omitted in some sentences, 
especially those describing the components of a prescription. Instead of say-
ing "This prescription contains ".，,，only the names of the herbs(0) and the 
corresponding dosages(C) are given to compose an utterance. To analyse such 
kind of elliptical sentences for the purpose of transfer, it is not necessary to 
fill in the implicit subject and predicate verb because such sentence pattern 
is also acceptable in the target language without conflict to English grammar. 
The sentences can just be treated as a series of phrases with a fixed pattern. 
Some sentences omit the predicate verbs and the sentence structure can be 
written as S + 0 . In this case the implicit verbs have to be filled in to make the 
English sentences correct and meaningful. For example "ben3 zu3 21 114(本 
组21例）” which means "This group contains 21 cases". There doesn't exist 
any predicate verb in the Chinese sentence. However it can be inferred from 
the semantic relationship between the subject and the object. With English 
grammar into consideration, things will be different. The verb "contain" has 
to be added to the English sentence to make the sentence understandable. 
For this kind of elliptical sentence a suitable predicate verb should be chosen 
based on the relationship between the subject and the object, which is related 
to semantic analysis. 
Some other elliptical sentences omit the objects. For example, "fenl 3 ci4 
fu2(^3>A.服）” which means "Take it{the medicine) for three times separately." 
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In the Chinese sentence the object which should be "the medicine” is omitted 
but the sentence structure still complies with grammar rules and the meaning is 
also clear according to the context. Nevertheless if "it" or "the medicine" is not 
filled in the corresponding English sentence, the target sentence is obviously 
unacceptable because here "take" is a transitive verb. Again great difference 
between Chinese and English can be seen from this example. The object can 
be omitted in a Chinese sentence if it can be unambiguously inferred from 
the context. But for its equivalent in English the object may be definitely 
required only because the predicate verb is transitive. Chinese can be more 
flexible than English in aspect of grammar, and this makes more barriers for 
analysis of Chinese sentences. 
5.1.3 Inverted Sentences 
Basic syntactic structure in both Chinese and English can be written as S + V + 0 . 
For most cases the positional relationships between the basic components are 
fixed. However the components in a sentence can sometimes exchange their 
positions without changing the meaning of the sentence. This is true for both 
of the languages. Unlike imperative sentences of the two languages which can 
match each other perfectly, the usage of inverted sentences in the two lan-
guages can be completely different. A Chinese inverted sentence may not be 
mapped onto an inverted pattern in English, and vice versa. 
There are quite a few inverted sentences of pattern V + S in the abstracts. 
For example "hao3 zhuan3 6 114(好转 6 例），，which means “Six cases were 
improved." Almost all the statements that report treatment effects adopt this 
inverted pattern to emphasize the result with number of cases. For Chinese, 
"hao3 zhuan3 6 1丨4(好转 6 例）” and "6 li4 hao3 zhuan(6 例好转）” express 
exactly the same meaning and the only difference lies in the positions of the 
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subject and the predicate verb in the sentences. Both of the sentences are 
acceptable. But to translate the inverted Chinese sentences into English, the 
position of the subject and the predicate verb must be rearranged into S + V . 
The inverted structure should be recognized in the step of source language 
analysis so that a suitable transfer to the sentence structure of English can be 
made later. 
5.1.4 Voice and Tense 
Linguistic phenomena of Chinese are different from those of English in the 
aspect of voice and tense. Simply speaking, English is inflectional, which 
means the variation of voice and tense can be reflected through the variation 
of verbs. English verbs have three forms namely the infinitive, the particle 
and the gerund. So linguistic information of voice and tense can be easily 
expressed in English through variations of verbs in sentences. Unfortunately 
there is no distinct mark for voice and tense in Chinese. Verbs in Chinese 
don't have variation forms so the voice and tense can only be detected from 
other semantic information, which is not so straightforward. 
In Chinese there are a few auxiliaries which can imply the voice. The 
auxiliary “匕及3(才巴）” may imply the active voice while its counterpart "bei4(#; 
)，，may imply the passive voice. However even more Chinese sentences in the 
corpus completely depend on the semantic relationship between the subject 
and the predicate verb to determine the voice. For example, "zhi4 yu4 20 
114(治愈 20 例）” which means "Twenty cases were cured". It is the semantic 
factor that determines the sentence to be in the passive voice. 
To concern about tense, most sentences of the abstracts can adopt the 
default tense — present tense. However, in some situation such as the report 
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of treatment effects, past tense is obviously more suitable. 
5.1.5 Vocabulary 
In comparison with general Chinese texts, the corpus of TCM abstracts has 
several outstanding characteristics in the aspect of its vocabulary, which are 
worthy of special attention. 
The corpus has a much lower proportion of verbs and adjectives than a 
general-purpose corpus. For a general-purpose corpus, in many cases the pred-
icate verb is the key word and the subject or the object is usually modified by 
adjectives to be restricted to certain attributes. However in the corpus of the 
abstracts, the ratio of verbs and adjectives in the vocabulary is much lower 
than that in a general vocabulary. Medical terminology such as herb names, 
symptom names, etc. holds a much higher ratio. Some medical terms are 
analysed as a category other than any common one in general Chinese word 
categories as mentioned in Chapter 4. 
Due to the long history of traditional Chinese medicine, some terms in the 
abstracts inevitably carry the colour of classical writing. For example, "zhi3 
shi2 yi4 zhi3 乂62(枳实易枳壳），’ which means "Replace Zhishi with Zhike". 
Here the verb “714(易）” has distinct tendency of classical writing and today 
people will most likely use the phrase "jiangl...huan4 cheng2(^ ...^ ：成），’ to ex-
press the same meaning. Analysis to classical writing relies on the information 
in the bilingual dictionary. 
5.2 Pattern Extraction 
After the process of the tagging module, each word in a source sentence is 
attached with its category or sub-category attribute(s). The analysis module 
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will make use of the results of the tagging to analyse each sentence syntactically 
and semantically. 
Compared with English, Chinese has rather freer syntactic structure and 
less restricted grammar rules. According to the study of linguistic features 
of the abstracts, syntactic structure of the sentences in the corpus is even 
more flexible and on the other hand more concise. To meet the requirement 
of the well-defined corpus of TCM abstracts and the linguistic relationship 
between Chinese and English, the MT system is based upon the principle 
of compositionality, which declares that "Two expressions are each other's 
translation if they are built up from parts which are each other's translation, 
by means of translation-equivalent rules." [Ros94 
Although the structure of the source sentences is quite free, quite a few 
fixed templates which are composed of irreducible sequential categories exist 
in the corpus and same contents in different samples are usually expressed in 
a similar way. A template-based system is set up and most attention is paid 
to the combination of category attributes in a sentence. 
The ordered sequence of category or sub-category attributes of the words 
in a sentence is defined as a source pattern in the MT system. To match the 
templates of the corpus, the first step is to extract corresponding patterns 
from the source sentences. Syntactic structure of a source sentence in the 
corpus is represented in the form of a pattern, which is a string of category 
or sub-category names concatenated by the symbols of “+” . The category 
attributes are extracted from a tagged sentence in sequence. Same categories 
or sub-categories in a sentence are numbered orderly. For example, the pattern 
"noun+vt+nounl" stands for the syntactic structure of a sentence which is 
composed of a noun, a transitive verb and the second noun in sequence. 
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5,3 Pattern Reduction 
There can be quite a lot of redundancy in a "raw" pattern which is a naive 
concatenation of the categories of all the words in a sentence. Based on the 
features of syntax and semantics, many sentences can be reduced to more 
concise forms with the basic structure well remained. 
5.3.1 Case Study 
A series of reduction rules are adopted to reduce the complexity of the sentence 
structure so that the workload of the transfer module can be greatly alleviated 
and both of the accuracy and efficiency will be improved. To present further 
analysis upon the source sentences, first of all let's give some definitions to the 
items we are studying. 
Defl X is the set of Chinese words. 
Def2 Y is the set of Chinese word category(or sub-category) attributes. 
Def3 Z is the set of English words. 
Def4 S is the set of Chinese sentences in the corpus. A source sentence of n 
words is an n-tuple of Chinese words, written as s. sGS. s=(a::i, X2,"., 
Xn)^  where a^ G^X, i=l...n. 
Def5 CLASS is a relation between X and Y. For VxGX, VyGY, 
(x,y)GCLASS if and only if y is the category(or sub-category) attribute 
of X . 
Def6 TRAN is a relation between X and Z. For VxGX, VzGZ, (x,z)GTRAN 
if and only if z is the target equivalent of x. 
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Def7 a is an operator on Z. 
For Mzi^  Zj GZ, ziazj is a concatenation of Zi and Zj 
With syntactic and semantic features considered, some primitive source 
patterns can be modified or reduced accordingly. Some example cases are 
shown below, with an emphasis on those related to semantic analysis. 
Case 1 V s=[xi^ a^ 2, " . , Xn) G S, where Xi G X, i=l...n, if 
• {xi, "pause") G CLASS or {xi, "conj") G CLASS; 
• 9 y e Y, (x,_i, y) G CLASS and (x,+i, y) € CLASS; 
• 3 Zi, Zj, Zk G Z, {xi-i, Zi) G TRAN, (x,-, Zj) G TRAN, (x,-+i, Zk) G 
TRAN, 
then 
• {xi-i^ z) G TRAN where z=zi a Zj a Zk; 
• S ：= S-{x^, Xi+i}. 
Pause marks or conjunctions usually link two terms of the same attribute. 
If this is verified, this series of terms are treated as one term of the certain 
attribute and the relevant English equivalents are concatenated. 
Case 2 V s=(xi, x2, ..., ^n) G S, where Xi GX, i=l...n, if 
• {x,, "sym") G CLASS; 
• {xi+u "sym") G CLASS; 
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• 9 Zi, Zj G Z, {xi, Zi) € TRAN, (rr,-+i, Zj) G TRAN, 
then 
• {xi, z) G TRAN where z=zi a Zj; 
• s := s-{&+i}. 
In TCM literature, pairs of coherent symptoms have a good chance to 
appear together. Though different terms, they are usually regarded as a 
compound one in the speciality. Therefore juxtaposed words of "symp-
tom" are treated as one word of the category. 
Case 3 V s=(xi, X2, ..., x^) G S, where Xi G X, i=l...n, if 
• {xi, "sym") € CLASS; 
• X,+i - “21163(者)，’； 
• {xi^2^ "vt") G CLASS, 
then 
• s :二 s-{a^i+i}. 
The auxiliary "zhe3(^)" which means "somebody" is often attached to 
a term of "symptom" to constitute the adverbial of the following verb in 
the source sentence. In this case the auxiliary character can be ignored. 
Case 4 V s={xi, X2, ..., x^) G S, where Xi G X, i=l...n, if 
. { x i , "pron") G CLASS; 
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• (叫， " n o u n " ) G CLASS; 
• B Z“ Zj e Z, {xi, Zi) e TRAN, {xi^u ^j) ^ TRAN, 
then 
• (a^t+i, z) G TRAN where z=zi a Zj； 
• s := s-{x^}. 
The syntactic structure of "pron+noun" can be reduced to a more concise 
form which is "noun". 
Case 5 V s-{xi^ X2^ ..., Xn) G S, where Xi G X, i=l.. .n, if 
• {xi, "av") G CLASS; 
• {xi^u "noun") G CLASS; 
• {x,+2, "vt") G CLASS, 
then 
• mice—label := true; 
• S •— S '^  ^ % ,• 
If a segment of a sentence is sequentially composed of an implicit voice-
marker, which is a sub-category of auxiliary, a noun and a matched 
transitive verb, e.g. “you2 ... 2廿3� 6^11呂2(由...组成），，，a corresponding 
voice-label( "active" or "passive") is tagged for the purpose of target sen-
tence generation which will be performed later. 
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Case 6 V s={xi^ x2^ ..., Xn) G S, where Xi G X, i=l.. .n, if 
•(工” "noun") G CLASS; 
• {xi^u "num") G CLASS; 
• (x,-+2, “qw”）€ CLASS; 
• 3 〜 z ” Zk e Z, { x i , Zi) e TRAN, { x i + i , Z j ) e TRAN, (x,-+2, Zk) G 
TRAN, 
then 
• {xi^ z) G TRAN where z=Zj a Zk a "of" a Zi., 
• S := S-{Xi^i, Xi^2}' 
Case 7 V s=(xi , x2, ..., Xn) G S, where Xi G X, i= l " .n , if 
• {xi, "noun") G CLASS; 
• {xi+u "adv") G CLASS; 
• {xi+2, "num") G CLASS; 
• {xi+s. “qw”）G CLASS; 
• 3 Zi, Zj, Zk, zi e Z, {xi, Zi) G TRAN, (x,-+i, Zj) G TRAN, {xi+2, Zk) 
G TRAN, (x,+3, zi) G TRAN, 
then 
• [xi^ z) G TRAN where 7j=Zk a zi a "of" a Zj a Zi； 
參 s ：= S-{x^+i, Xi+2, ^i+3}' 
Two patterns of herb dosage are practical examples for Case 6 and 7. 
Pattern of Case6 is used to illustrate the dosage of one herb(e.g. "xia4 
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kul cao3 20-30 芭(夏枯草 20-30 g)") while that of Case7 is used to specify 
the dosages of several herbs(e.g. "huang2 qi2, ge3 genl, danl shenl ge4 
30 让64(黄苗，葛根，丹参各 30 克)，，).A phrase of herb name(s) with 
corresponding dosage can be reduced to the simple structure of "noun". 
This can markedly reduce the number of transfer rules which will be 
introduced later. 
5.3.2 Syntactic Rules 
The principal syntactic reduction rules can be depicted in the form of a finite 
state machine, which is shown in Figure 5.1. 
sym 
sm f ^ 
sym f sym * J a 1^  
a ^ 
J^^^ (^^ ^ r^an^ )^~^^ . 
noun 
~^^g^^^U(j^^^n: ,Q a ~~ ‘ , 
0 ~ i — ^ ^ q — < 3 
_ ^ ^ a d j ^ ) ^ . . 
X ^ ^ ^ punctuation _ 




a stands for other input categories 
Figure 5.1: Basic Syntactic Reduction Rules 
A sentence-by-sentence procedure of reduction is shown in the figure, which 
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is aimed at simplifying and unifying varieties of source patterns. The circles 
in the figure represent current states of reduction. State 0 stands for an initial 
state at the very beginning of the reduction procedure. State 1 stands for a 
temporary state which implies a potential reduction step. State 2 stands for 
an on-going state, which indicates the ending of one syntactic reduction step 
and a new start for the next step. Though the reduction may not be strictly 
restricted to the word sequence in a sentence, which will be discussed later, 
here it is assumed that the reduction is conducted step by step according to 
the sequence, which is true for most cases. State S stands for a terminal state. 
When a general punctuation mark which is regarded as the mark of the ending 
of a sentence is read, the reduction procedure of the sentence will stop. 
The ellipses in the figure represent the category states at current step of 
reduction. In the figure, there are totally six valid category states involved 
in syntactic reduction, namely “sym,,，“pron”’ “noun，，，“adj，,, “adv,,，and “V”. 
Three states with asterisk are independent states with higher stability than the 
other three to be reduced. They can play independent syntactic roles in the 
source sentences. The other three states are dependent states, which usually 
act as modifiers to certain syntactic components. 
The state machine is category-driven and the procedure is an iteration of 
scanning and reducing. When a category is scanned, some transition may be 
invoked among the category states or the reduction states. 
5.4 Disambiguation 
Ambiguity is a thorny problem even with respect to a single natural language[WK95 . 
What is potentially ambiguous at one constituent level, e.g. word or sentence, 
may be resolved at a higher level, e.g. sentence or text respectively. Most of 
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the treatment of ambiguity in general-purpose MT systems is based on some 
semantic criteria. For a domain-dependent system, the problem may be less 
sophisticated and other methods can be explored. 
There may exist different types of ambiguity in a literature corpus. Some 
ambiguity problems are met in the TCM corpus. Those involved in the analysis 
module will be discussed as follows. 
5.4.1 Category Ambiguity 
Among varieties of ambiguity problems which can exist in different steps of ma-
chine translation, the most common and low-level one is the lexical ambiguity. 
One word can be interpreted in more than one way. Lexical ambiguities are 
of three basic types, namely category ambiguities, homographs, and transfer 
ambiguities[HS92 . 
For category ambiguities, a source word may map onto more than one 
syntactic category. This kind of ambiguity is handled in the analysis module 
based on valid syntactic structure or grammatical rules. For homographs, a 
source word may have two or more different meanings with the same syntactic 
category. This kind of ambiguity will be handled in a later step since syntactic 
analysis can not help much. For transfer ambiguities, a source word can be 
potentially translated into more than one target expression though the source 
word itself is unambiguous. This kind of problem is related to the one-to-many 
relationship between a source word and its equivalents in the target language. 
There can be a group of synonyms in the target language to express the same 
meaning of a single word in the source language. For the purpose of consistency 
and convenience, one target word is chosen from the synonym group to act as 
the equivalent of the source word. 
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The most straightforward type of lexical ambiguity is category ambiguity, 
in which a word belongs to more than one syntactic category. Since there is 
no morphological inflection in Chinese, the problem is more difficult to solve 
than that in English. Fortunately this problem doesn't seem too severe in the 
system. In the TCM corpus, there is a considerably high proportion of medical 
terminology, which belongs to a certain syntactic category and has fixed mean-
ing. Furthermore for those general Chinese words of different categories in the 
corpus, the problem of category ambiguity has also been drastically alleviated 
since the source texts are well-defined and most words have definite syntactic 
attribute though they may have more than one in a general domain. 
Generally speaking this kind of ambiguity can be solved by syntactic pars-
ing based on the grammatical rules. According to syntactic characteristics 
of the sentences in the TCM corpus, the analysis and transfer of the source 
sentences are template-based. In the analysis module a fundamental template 
base is originally set up to support valid sentence structures in the corpus. 
The establishment and maintenance of the template base is a dynamic proce-
dure, which will be introduced in detail in the next chapter. Solutions to the 
category ambiguities in the corpus basically rely on the template base and the 
reduction rule base. Two examples are given as follows. 
The first example is the word “wei2(* )”，wliidi may belong to two different 
categories, the linking verb “be” and the preposition "prep". This ambiguous 
attribute is recorded in the dictionary and disambiguation is conducted when 
this word appears in a sentence. In the sentence "zong3 you3 xiao4 lu4 wei2 
96%)(总有效率为 96%)”，“wei2(*)，，acts as the predicate in the sentence. A 
decision of whether the word is a linking verb or a preposition here is made 
based on syntactic parsing. Two patterns are extracted as parsing results 
accordingly, namely "noun+be+num" and "noun+prep+num". A procedure 
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of match-by-searching is performed in the template base. There is a template 
"noun+be+num，’ in the template base, while "noun+prep+num" can not be 
found. So in the sentence “wei2(* )” is a linking verb instead of a preposition. 
In another sentence "yi3 yao4 yong4 junl lei4 wei2 zhu3 yao4(W 药用菌类 
为主药）,，，the corresponding extracted patterns are "vt+noun+be+nounl" 
and "vt+noun+prep+nounl" respectively. Similarly the template base is 
searched and the pattern of "vt+noun+prep+noun，’ is matched as a proper 
parsing result. Therefore the syntactic category of "prep" is adopted. 
The second example is relevant to syntactic categories of the word "zhong4(t 
)，，.In Chinese, many extent-related words can be both adjective and adverb, 
decided by concrete syntactic functions. In the bilingual dictionary the word 
"zhong4(t ) " is classified into two categories, "adj" and "adv". In the sen-
tence "xul re4 zhong4 jial mai4 dongl 10 让64(虛热重加麦冬 10 克)”，"xul 
re4(y4 热），，is a symptom name. There is a reduction rule which can reduce a 
combination of "sym+adj" to "sym", with the adjective as the modifier to the 
extent of the symptom. Therefore the word "zhong4(t)” is interpreted as an 
adjective in the sentence, which describes the degree of the symptom. On the 
other hand, in the phrase "zhong4 yong4 huang2 912(重用黄民），，，the word 
"zhong4(t )，，is interpreted as an adverb based on the reduction rule which 
declares that "adv+vt" can be reduced to "vt", with the adverb modifying 
the key verb. 
5.4.2 Structural Ambiguity 
Structural ambiguity refers to the problems regarding the syntactic structures 
and representations of sentences[HS92]. When there is more than one way 
to parse the structure of a sentence according to the grammar used in the 
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system, such kind of ambiguity appears. There are different forms of struc-
tural ambiguities and appropriate strategies should be adopted to resolve them 
accordingly. 
In the corpus of TCM, the problem of structural ambiguity is not so promi-
nent as in a general-purpose system since most of the sentences are in a rela-
tively simple syntactic structure. Nevertheless the problem can still be found. 
The structure of a source sentence may correspond to more than one parsing 
results by different means of reductions. 
noun 门011门 
X l \ z \ �••« ™: „„,,„ noun num qw noun conj noun ^ ^ ^ ~~\__^  ^ 
^ ^ / \ ^ y ^ \ ^ noun conj noun 
noun num qw noun num qw / ^ ^^\ 
noun num qw 
Huangqin 7-9 g huo4 Huanglian 5-7 g Huangqin 7-9 g huo4 Huanglian 5-7 g 
Figure 5.2: Structural Ambiguity 
Here is an example. To analyse the sentence "huang2 qin2 7-9 g huo4 
huang2 lian2 5-7 邑(黄苍 7-9 g 或黄连 5-7 g)", two parsing results can be ac-
quired which are shown in tree structure respectively in Figure 5.2. Both of 
the parsing procedures are legal from the view point of the reduction rules in 
the system. However from the semantic point of view, the tree structure on 
the left is reasonable while the other one obviously does not make sense. The 
two parsing procedures use exactly the same reduction rules, which lead to 
different results. The key point is that there is no priority assignment in the 
reduction rules. Reduction to a sentence pattern is simply made sequentially, 
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which works in most cases nevertheless is not reliable enough. Actually rea-
sonable setting of priority can help to resolve the structural ambiguity. For 
the example, a conjunction is used to connect two words of same category or 
two reducible phrases in the same pattern of expression. Based on the syntac-
tic characteristic of conjunction, the reduction rule of "noun+conj +noun ——> 
noun" is assigned a lower priority than the rules which can be reduced to a 
noun, e.g. “noun+num+qw ~"y noun". With such kind of priority set, the 
problem of structural ambiguity can be smoothly resolved. 
Chapter 6 
Transfer 
Analysis and transfer are two principal steps in a transfer-controlled MT sys-
tem. Thorough analysis to the structures of the source texts is the fundamental 
while bilingual transfer from the source structure to the corresponding target 
structure is the method. As grammar is concerned, Chinese has a relatively 
free structure, and this is one of the most distinct and thorny features of the 
TCM abstracts. Since there exists great difference between Chinese and En-
glish in linguistic characteristics and grammatical rules, the transfer strategy 
has to be carefully designed to make the transfer results in accordance with 
linguistic conventions of the target language. 
The task of the transfer module is to map the structure of a Chinese sen-
tence onto that of the corresponding English sentence. A series of transfer rules 
must be defined from the source language to the target language to guarantee 
the correctness of the transfer. A template-based transfer method is adopted 
in the transfer module. 
6.1 Principle of Transfer 
The most simple strategy for transfer from one natural language to another is 
“word-to-word,\ which maps each word in a source sentence onto its equivalent 
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in the target language. This method actually requires little effort from the 
transfer module and the generated target sentence is a sequential combination 
of the word equivalents of the source sentence. However without any suitable 
structure for the target language taken into account, the method is too naive 
to represent the syntactic relationships between the words in a target sentence 
and the result is destined to be poor. 
Another more complicated strategy is to enumerate all the combinations 
of the equivalent words in the target language and choose the one that best 
complies with the grammar. This strategy can be regarded as a ^^sentence-
to-sentence,, one. However it is not feasible due to the great number of com-
binations. Furthermore in many cases it will be hard to determine which 
combination fits the grammar of the target language best since there can be 
several combinations which are in accordance with grammatical rules. Com-
pared with method of "word-to-word", strategy of "sentence-to-sentence" goes 
to the other end. 
In general the principle for a successful transfer should be keeping original 
meaning of the source sentence as much as possible in an expression of the 
target language as natural as possible. This principle can usually be carried 
out by a professional human translator subconsciously. But for a machine 
translation system, this is not so easy as it may appear to be. The structure of 
a natural language is too sophisticated to be concluded with a set of rules. The 
objective of the transfer step in a transfer-controlled MT system is to convert 
an expression in the source language which is the result of the analysis step 
into a proper structure of the target language, based on the knowledge about 
the relationship between the two expressions. 
As mentioned in Chapter 5, the translation procedure of the MT system 
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is in the light of compositionality , which stresses the logical components of 
a sentence. From the view point of syntactic analysis, word is the basic unit 
of a sentence. Either a single word or a group of words can be a logical 
component of a sentence. This depends on the word(s)'s syntactic function. 
A logical component plays an explicit role in the syntactic structure. From 
the view point of transfer, translation is a procedure of rearrangement in the 
target language to the logical components in the source language by means of 
translation-equivalent rules. We can call this transfer strategy a “component-
to-component,, one. The transfer rules therefore become vital to the success 
of transfer. 
Generally speaking, transfer rules are composed of two parts, which can 
be written as “source sentence structure ——> target sentence structure^\ The 
sentence structures are composed of logical components, for both the source 
language and the target language. Actually the set of transfer rules is a bridge 
to connect sentence structures of the two languages. What each rule manages 
to do is to define a suitable mapping from the source structure onto the target 
one. 
For the MT system adopting the transfer model it is very important to de-
termine the left part of a transfer rule, which represents the syntactic structure 
of the source sentence. After the source sentence structure has been decided, 
it is the grammatical knowledge in the target language that provides the cor-
responding target structure. Though based on some AI technology and after 
necessary training the system can be expected to generate the target struc-
ture according to the source sentence structure following the examples it has 
learned beforehand, this could be more or less difficult due to the deficiency of 
regular patterns which can be easily followed. Furthermore this problem can 
be another research issue which is beyond our endeavor. 
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A natural language owns a set of basic grammatical rules which regulate 
valid sentence structures. Different languages may have very different rules due 
to diversities of cultures and linguistic background. For various sublanguages 
of any kind of natural languages, domain-dependent syntactic patterns may 
exist to support subject-oriented expressions. So for the transfer procedure 
from the source language in a domain-dependent system, it is a key problem to 
decide which source sentence structures should be accepted with corresponding 
target ones and included in the transfer rule-base. In MTCML, source sentence 
structures are expressed as templates. Extraction and selection of templates 
from the TCM corpus become an important step in the transfer module. 
6.2 Extraction of Templates 
Template is defined to be a sequential combination of the logical components 
in a sentence. A template is an abstract representation for a bunch of source 
sentences in the same structure. The first and the most important problem met 
in the transfer module of MTCML is how to select the Chinese templates. In 
the well-defined MT problem which is oriented to the TCM corpus, templates 
can be powerful and concise to stand for the source sentence structures. As 
mentioned in Chapter 5, some basic templates can be set up manually through 
observation. However as the quantity of the source texts increases, more and 
more sentence patterns will appear, some of which may be not matchable in 
the existing template base so that the following transfer becomes impossible. 
For a source sentence pattern which can locate a counterpart in the tem-
plate base, a transfer rule whose left part is the template can be invoked and 
the corresponding target sentence structure which is on the right side is ac-
quired. On the other hand, if a source sentence pattern can not be matched in 
the template base, a decision will be made to determine whether this pattern 
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is a combination of two or more than two templates in the template base, a 
similar form of an existing template, or a new template should be generated. 
6.2.1 Similarity Comparison 
For a new extracted source pattern which can not be matched in the existing 
template base, comparison between the pattern and each of the templates is 
made to determine whether the pattern should be converted into a new tem-
plate and appended to the template base. Similar source structures which later 
can be transferred to the same target structure can be regarded as redundancy 
in the template base and should be avoided in an efficient system. 
The most straightforward relationship of similarity is substring. A new 
pattern can be a combination of two or more than two templates, which are 
substrings of the pattern. In this case there is no need to introduce a new 
template, which is a concatenation of some existing templates. If an existing 
template is a substring of the pattern while the pattern contains some more 
components which can not be found in the template base, a similarity grade is 
calculated to roughly represent the extent of the similarity between the pattern 
and its substring template. 
Similarity between the pattern and an existing template can also be mea-
sured through the comparison of word categories. Twelve syntactic categories 
are introduced in the tagging module to classify the words in the source sen-
tences. Some of them are further divided into sub-categories for the purpose 
of precise analysis. The new pattern may have a similar structure to that of 
an existing template with some logical components in the same categories. A 
similarity grade is tagged to identify the degree, which is in accordance with 
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that of substring. As a rough estimate, the similarity grade can be aquired by: 
g = wxs (6.1) 
where g is the similarity grade, w is the weight value, and s is the similarity 
coefficient. For the substring relationship, w is set with a higher value than 
that of the similar-structure relationship. 
For the substring relationship, the similarity coefficient s is in direct pro-
portion to the rate of the length of the substring over that of the pattern. For 
the similar structure relationship, the similarity coefficient s is calculated by: 
n 
s = ^Ci/n (6.2) 
i=i 
where Ci is the similarity score between the i-th pair of corresponding compo-
nents, and n is the number of the logical components in the pattern. 
The values of Ci are set beforehand to describe the similarity of syntactic 
function between different categories, which are in the range of [0,1]. If the 
corresponding components are exactly in the same category, then a score of 1 
is recorded. If the components are in two sub-categories which belong to the 
same category, then a score of 0.9 is given. A score of 0 can be marked to quite 
a few pairs of categories if there exists little similarity between the category 
pair regarding syntactic functions as logical components. On the other hand, 
some category pairs may have similar syntactic feature to a certain extent in 
the source sentences. Based on the linguistic feature of the TCM corpus, some 
of the similarity scores are shown in Table 6.1. 
It is obvious that the larger the value of g is, the more similar the new 
pattern and the corresponding template are. A new reduction rule could be 
generated to reduce the pattern into the structure of the corresponding tem-
plate ifit makes sense, which will be discussed in Section 6.3. This can alleviate 
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Category Pair Similarity Score 
noun — sym 0.5 
noun - num 0.2 
noun — adj 0.4 
noun — pron 0.8 
sym — V 0.2 
sym — adj 0.4 
sym — adv 0.5 
adj — adv 0.6 
adv — prep 0.3 
Table 6.1: Similarity Scores 
redundancy of template base and make the system more efficient and robust. 
6.2.2 Algorithm 
The procedure of template extraction is an iteration of sampling, selecting and 
filtering. The main procedure of template extraction is depicted in Figure 6.1. 
The algorithm is as follows: 
1. Select a group of templates from the samples manually; 
2. Read a sentence pattern which is the result of the analysis module; 
3. Compare the pattern with the templates: 
(a) if the pattern is already in the templates, go to step 2; 
(b) if the pattern does not coincide with any one of the templates, then 
similarity grades are marked between the pattern and each of the 
templates. 
4. Analyse the values of g; 
(a) if none of the values of g is greater than a threshold value T, the 
pattern is appended to the templates, then go to Step 2; 
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Figure 6.1: Flow Chart of Template Extraction 
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(b) otherwise go to Step 5; 
5. Analyse the results whose g(s) is(are) greater than the threshold value 
and the decision of whether a new template or a new reduction rule 
should be generated is made, then go to Step 2. 
The decision of whether a new pattern should be appended to the template 
base or a new reduction rule should be generated is made by a class-based filter, 
which will be discussed in the next section. 
6.3 Classification of Templates 
Templates are used to represent the syntactic structures of the source sen-
tences in the TCM corpus. Templates can be classified into different groups 
with respect to common linguistic features. With reasonable classification the 
procedures of matching and appending in the template base will become more 
efficient and reliable. 
6.3 • 1 C lassificat io n 
Based on the linguistic features of the TCM abstracts, the templates in the 
template base are basically classified into four classes, namely Independent 
Attribute, Noun-Num, Num-Q and V-Noun. 
For each class some concrete templates are listed as examples which are 
shown in Figure 6.2. Templates classified into “Independent Attribute” are 
those attributes that can play an independent role in a source sentence of 
the TCM corpus. For example, "ph"(e.g. "sui2 zheng4 jial j ian3(ttSi /n^ 
)，,），"sym"(e.g. "mai4 lu4 shil�1^明2(脉率失常）”），and "noun"(e.g. "hong2 
hual, tao2 ren2 ge4 10 让64(红花，祧仁各 10 克）”）.The characteristic of 
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Figure 6.2: Classification of Templates 
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this template class is that all the templates are composed of only one logical 
component. In the sublanguage of TCM corpus, some attributes can act as 
a complete sentence which is defined(in Chapter 3) as a sequence of source 
characters between two common punctuation marks. This sort of attributes 
are categorized into this class. 
Templates classified into “Noun-Num,, are mainly characterized by the syn-
tactic relationship between "noun" and "num" in a source sentence. The 
"noun" acts as subject in the sentence while the "num" acts as predicative. 
Such kind of sentences are aimed at indicating the quantity relationship be-
tween the subject and the predicative. As a formal representation which com-
plies with grammatical convention, a linking verb is used to connect the subject 
and the predicative. However as an elliptical form the linking verb can also be 
omitted without changing the meaning of the sentence. 
“Num-Q,, is a collection of templates that reflect the sentence structures 
including the combination of "num" and “q”. The concatenation of "num+q" 
has a high frequency in the TCM corpus and it has flexible syntactic func-
tions combined with various logical components. Even in similar structures 
the combination can play quite different roles. For example, in the tem-
plates of "vt+num+qt" and "vt+num+qw", "num+qt" acts as adverbial in 
"vt+num+qt" which expresses time-related factors such as period or frequency 
while "num+qw" acts as direct object in "vt+num+qw". 
Templates of "V-Noun" reflect the syntactic relationship between "verb" 
and "noun". In fact this class describes the most fundamental sentence struc-
tures in the general domain. 
Templates can be basically categorized into the four classes. Still some 
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other templates are in less formal syntactic structures, so a miscellaneous col-
lection is set up to accept these templates. 
6.3.2 A Class-based Filter 
A template filter is designed to read patterns from source samples and enlarge 
the collection of the template base or the reduction rule-base if necessary. It 
is a mechanism to dynamically supplement elements in the template base and 
the reduction rule-base so that more and more source sentence structures can 
be recognized and then transferred into the corresponding target structures. 
The fundamental algorithm adopted by the filter has been introduced in 
Section 6.2. If the pattern is neither an existing template nor a combination 
of existing templates, similarity grades are marked between the pattern and 
the templates. Since the templates are properly classified, the comparison can 
be made in a restrained range. For example, if the pattern is composed of 
only one logical component, then the templates in the class of "Independent 
Attribute" are checked to confirm if the pattern is already in the template 
base. 
After the similarity grades have been calculated, the template filter com-
pares the set of values with a threshold value one by one. If none of them is 
larger than the threshold value, then the pattern is passed on to the template 
classifer to be further analysed and appended to a suitable class. On the other 
hand, if one or more than one template is regarded to be similar enough to the 
pattern, the most similar one, i.e. the pattern-template pair with the highest 
similarity grade is taken into consideration. 
Knowledge about the corresponding target structure is needed to make the 
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decision of whether to put the pattern into the template base or the reduction 
rule-base. Suppose the structure of the pattern is “A+a+B,, while that of 
the template is “A+f3+B,,, where A, B, a and f3 are combinations of source 
logical components which can be 0. a and f3 are the different parts between 
the structure of the pattern and that of the template. Suppose the pattern 
maps onto the target structure of “CV7+Z)，，while the template maps onto the 
target structure of “C+5+D”, where C, D, 7 and S are combinations of target 
logical components which can also be 0. If 7 is the equivalent component(s) 
of a in the target language and S is that of f3 in the target language, i.e. the 
template and the pattern map onto similar target structures with the only 
difference caused by the diversity between the pattern and the template, a 
new reduction rule is generated accordingly which can reduce the structure of 
the pattern into that of the template. Otherwise the pattern is submitted to 
the template classifier to be appended to the template base. 
For the purpose of efficiency, the target of a good design for the template 
base is to be as general as possible with as little redundancy as possible. During 
the establishment of the template base it is found that the number of new 
templates appended to the template base rises sharply at first. With more 
and more sentence patterns from sample abstracts handled, less and less new 
templates are detected. This illustrates the feasibility of using limited number 
of templates to match relatively sophisticated corpus of a large size. 
6.4 Transfer Rule-base 
With the template base established, transfer rules which convert the syntactic 
structures of Chinese sentences into the structures of the equivalent English 
sentences are carefully set up. In a transfer-controlled MT system the transfer 
rule-base is a bridge to connect the structures of the two languages. Generally 
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speaking the transfer rules in the bilingual rule-base are composed of two parts 
which are connected by a symbol of “~~»•，,. The left part is a Chinese template 
composed of logical components, which we have elaborated. The right part is 
the structure of the corresponding English translation, which may include both 
syntactic and semantic information. 
6.4.1 Transfer Rules 
Some of the transfer rules are presented as follows. 
* ph ——> ph 
* noun ~"y noun 
"Ph" and "noun" are templates which belong to the class of "Independent 
Attribute". Since "ph" represents the fixed phrases of medical literature whose 
syntactic features can be rather flexible, it can either construct a sentence 
independently or serve a sentence as a component. The case that a "ph" 
acts as a complete sentence is supported and the corresponding transfer is 
determined. In conventional Chinese grammar, a noun can not construct an 
independent sentence. However in the TCM corpus nouns can do it, especially 
in the part of prescription. A direct transfer is performed for this kind of 
templates. 
* sym+vt+noun ~ y “In case of “ +sym+vt+noun 
* sym+noun+vt+prep+num+qw 
~~)• “In case of ” +sym+vt+noun+prep+num+qw 
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In most of the prescriptions, type or dosage of herb(s) is usually adjusted 
according to different symptoms. These two templates are intended to match 
some of the syntactic structures of this sort of sentences. From the semantic 
point of view, the logical component of "sym" in either of the two templates 
acts as the conditional adverbial in the source sentence. For the equivalent 
in English, the phrase "in case of" is filled in the basic structure to make the 
English translation free of grammatical mistake. 
* v t + n u m + q w ——^ vt+num+qw 
* v t + n u m + q t ^ > vt+“it for ” + n u m + q t 
* vt+noun+num+qt "~> v t + " t h e , ,+noun+"for , ,+num+qt 
Instructions for medicine taking appear frequently in the corpus. The quan-
tity and the period are two important factors. From the transfer rules it is 
easy to find that the similar combination of "num+qw" and "num+qt" can 
map onto very different target structures. Actually this is the main motivation 
to further classify some word categories into corresponding sub-categories. As 
mentioned in Chapter 4，"qt" and "qw" are two sub-categories of the clas-
sifiers, where "qt" is time-related while "qw" is quantity-related. Based on 
this criterion of classification, the combination of "num+qt" is relevant to pe-
riod and thus acts as the temporal adverbial in the source sentence. For the 
corresponding English structure, the preposition “for’，is put in front of the 
equivalent of the combination to form a complete temporal adverbial in an En-
glish sentence. On the other hand, the combination of "num+qw" is relevant 
to concrete quantity and thus acts as the direct object in the source sentence. 
Furthermore, in an English sentence a transitive verb is destined to be followed 
by object(s), even if this is not necessary from the semantic point of view. So 
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if the object which can be inferred from the context is omitted in the source 
sentence, the pronoun “it，，is supplemented as the object of the transitive verb 
in the target sentence. 
* qt+num+qw ~~y n u m + q w + " a " + q t 
* n u m + q t + n u m l + q w ^ y numl+qw+"every " + n u m + q t 
Some sentences in the articles state instructions about the dosage of the 
medicine. The combination of "num+qt" or an independent temporal classifier 
"qt" without a leading number represents the period of medicine taking. For 
the independent temporal classifier without a modifying number(e.g. “ri4 1 
j i4(0 1 剂），，），the number is hinted to be one, so "a" has to be filled in the 
target structure. 
* v i+num+qx ——> num+qx+vi 
This transfer rule converts an inverted source structure into a normal one 
in the target language. In the source structure the predicate is an intransitive 
verb, which implies that the following part does not act as its object. This 
sentence pattern is usually adopted to report the treatment effect in the TCM 
abstracts. Actually this is an inverted structure supported in the corpus with 
the predicate preceding the subject. Though inverted sentence patterns are 
also supported in English, such sort of pattern is not valid. Thus in the 
corresponding target structure the subject and the predicate are reordered 
into a normal sequence which complies with English grammars. 
* noun+num ~~^ noun+"is ,,+num 
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* noun+be+num ^*> noun+be+num 
These two rules transfer number-predicative Chinese sentences. The key 
words in the source templates are the subject and the predicative which is 
a number. The linking verb can be omitted in the source sentence without 
violating the Chinese conventions. However in the equivalent of the target 
structure the linking verb has to be given. 
The transfer rule-base is set up based on the collection in the source tem-
plate base. For each source template, a suitable equivalent of the target struc-
ture is given to fulfill the transfer from the source langauge to the target 
language. The target structure is in accordance with grammatical conventions 
in the target language. In the meantime the target structure keeps the orig-
inal logical relationships between the components in the source template so 
that meaning maintenance can be guaranteed, which is very important for a 
successful translation. Structures of Chinese sentences in the corpus can be 
transferred into those of English through triggering appropriate transfer rules 
in the transfer rule-base. 
6.4.2 Rule Matching 
Rule matching is a procedure of searching and triggering. After the syntactic 
structure of the source sentence has been read, the left part of each transfer 
rule is checked till the matched one is found. Then the transfer rule is invoked 
and the corresponding target structure is acquired. 
If the matching is complete, which means the source structure is exactly 
one of the templates, then the transfer is straightforward and the correspond-
ing target structure is derived directly. If the source structure can not be 
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completely matched by a single template, then the function for rule matching 
is recursively called. It takes several steps for the matching procedure to finish. 
If a part of the source structure is matched to one of the templates, then the 
corresponding transfer rule is triggered. The matched part is regarded as a 
scanned one and the remainder goes on with the procedure as a new pattern. 
If there exists any logical component which ends with a number in the “new 
pattern", the scanned part is checked to confirm if there is any component of 
the same category. If this is true a counter c is set up to record the number 
of such components. Then all the relevant components of this category in the 
remainder are modified and the suffix numbers are reduced by c. In this way 
the influence of the matched part can be eliminated. 
If the source structure can neither be completely matched by a single tem-
plate nor be matched step by step, a decision of whether a new template or 
a new reduction rule should be introduced will be made, which has been dis-
cussed in the preceding sections. 
6.5 Chapter Summary 
In the MT system the target of the transfer module is to transfer the rep-
resentation of a source sentence into that of the equivalent in English. The 
inevitable problem is to decide which sentence patterns should be supported 
in the source domain. Based on the study to the Chinese sentences in the 
TCM corpus, a template-based transfer strategy is adopted. A template base 
for source sentence patterns is set up dynamically to collect valid syntactic 
structures which are represented as combinations of word categories. 
The transfer rules are established based on the linguistic knowledge of the 
target language. The bilingual rules are the bridge that connects sentence 
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patterns of the two languages. Each rule is composed of two parts. The 
source part is a Chinese template while the target part is its equivalent in 
English. Compared with Chinese, especially with the linguistic features of the 
TCM corpus into consideration, English has more restricted structures. The 
target part which represents the English sentence structure should comply with 
grammatical constraints in English and reflect the source structure properly. 
Chapter 7 
Generation 
Generation is the last step of the whole translation procedure. After the anal-
ysis to a source sentence, an abstract representation of the sentence structure 
is generated. In the transfer module, the source sentence structure which is 
represented as a template is properly transferred into an equivalent English 
structure. It is the task of the generation module to generate the complete 
English sentences and polish the final translation results. 
7.1 Sentence Generation 
In the MT system an English sentence is generated based on the structure of 
the sentence which is acquired from the transfer result. The target sentence 
structure is a combination of word categories and concrete English words or 
phrases which are put into a pair of quotation marks in the transfer rules. The 
word categories are in accordance with those in the corresponding Chinese 
template. 
The relationship among a source word, its word category and its target 
equivalent is determined in the tagging module. With the help of a bilingual 
dictionary and some other supplementary lexicons and word tables, each word 
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in a source sentence is tagged with its corresponding word category or sub-
category and English equivalent. An index is used to represent the word's 
position in the source sentence. After the procedure of tagging each Chinese 
word can be recorded as one or more than one(if homographs exist) three-
element tuple, which can be written as {source word, word category, target 
equivalent). So on the side of a source sentence, the target equivalents for the 
words can be accessed as long as the information of word categories is available 
since they are bundled together. 
After the target structure has been determined through invoking proper 
transfer rule(s), the target sentence is generated one component by one com-
ponent sequentially. The procedure of sentence generation can be depicted in 
Figure 7.1. If the component is a quoted part, then the contents between the 
quotation marks are pasted into the result originally. If the component is a 
word category, then the corresponding source structure is re-scanned and the 
same item will be matched. Since the same categories in a source structure 
can be distinguished by different suffix numbers, no ambiguity happens here. 
The equivalent target word or phrase can be acquired according to the index 
which the source category item carries. 
If the target structure is the transfer result of several source templates as 
mentioned in Chapter 6, then sentence generation is also made step by step. 
Each step is in accordance with the backtrace procedure which goes back to 
the source template and extracts the target words or phrases based on corre-
sponding indexes of the matched word categories. After all the components in 
the target structure have been handled, the target sentence can be generated 
by connecting the target words or phrases in sequence. 
Sentence generation is the final step in a machine translation system. 
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Figure 7.1: Flow Chart of Sentence Generation 
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Though post-editing may be inevitable to achieve high quality translations 
at present stage of relevant research, there is still some room for quality im-
provement in the generation module after the rough translations have been 
generated. Ambiguities caused by homographs in the same category are han-
dled in the generation module. Some other strategies for sentence polishing 
are also feasible. 
7.2 Disambiguation of Homographs 
One source Chinese word can correspond to more than one word categories(or 
sub-categories) and target English equivalents. The problem of ambiguity may 
occur due to the one-to-many relationship between the word and the syntactic 
categories or between the word and its equivalents in the target language. 
If a source word may map onto more than one syntactic categories, this 
will cause category ambiguity, which has been discussed in Chapter 5. This 
kind of ambiguity is a relatively low-level one and can be solved based on the 
set of valid sentence patterns or reduction rules. 
The problem of ambiguity can become more thorny for the homographs 
which are in the same syntactic category but correspond to different target 
equivalents. For example, the Chinese word "zhi4(^ )，，is a preposition which 
may have different English equivalents. In the sentence "jial zhi4 30 mg(inS 
30 mg)", a suitable English equivalent for the word is “to”. In the sentence 
"zhi4 quan2 bu4 ting2 70打84(至全部停用），，，the corresponding equivalent is 
"until". For the target sentences, the two equivalents("to" and "until") can 
not replace each other, otherwise the sentences will be unacceptable. This 
ambiguity problem can not be solved in the analysis or transfer step since in 
both of the source sentences the word is in the same category. The analysis 
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and transfer are based on the combination of logical components which are 
represented as word categories. 
For the homographs of the same category, not only the different target 
equivalents but also their diversified applications are recorded in the bilingual 
dictionary. The applications to the target language must comply with the 
grammars. Two fundamental elements must be introduced to express the ap-
plications: one is the reference frame and the other is theframe structure. The 
reference frame is a part of a sentence which determines the different applica-
tions of the homographs, while the frame structure describes each structure of 
the reference frame corresponding to each of the homographs. 
In the example, for the preposition of “2^ 4(至），，，the reference frame is its 
direct follow-up. For the target equivalent of “to’’，the corresponding frame 
structure is "noun" or "num". For the target equivalent of "until", the corre-
sponding frame structure is "vt" or "vi". In other words, a choice of “to，，is 
made provided that the preposition is directly followed by a noun or a number. 
If the word is followed by a verb, then the equivalent of "until" may be more 
suitable. The information about the reference frame and the frame structure 
is recorded in the bilingual dictionary(see Figure 7.2) originally and tagged 
onto the source word in the tagging module. The disambiguation is made in 
the generation module and the choice for a suitable target equivalent is based 
on such kind of information. 
7.3 Sentence Polishing 
After a rough target sentence has been generated based on the structure of 
the sentence, some refinement can be made to improve the quality. Though 












Figure 7.2: An Item in the Bilingual Dictionary 
sentence polishing in the generation module is limited to a few linguistic phe-
nomena in the target texts which are shown in Figure 7.3, the strategies can 
also be applied to a wider domain. 
Some special English words are reserved for sentence polishing aimed at 
more satisfactory results. Some preliminary work has to be done in the bilin-
gual dictionary and the tagging module. Let's use the number of times which 
indicates how often an operation is performed as an example. In Chinese it 
makes no difference except the number itself. Nevertheless in English "once" 
is used instead of “one time" and "twice" is used instead of "two times". In 
the bilingual dictionary the Chinese word “次 ” is given a label of "special 
word". The concepts of reference frame and frame structure for homographs 
in the same category are adopted here, though the frame structure may be 
more concrete and simple. For the word “次”， t h e reference frame is the word 
before it and the corresponding frame structure is a number. If the number is 
one, then the target equivalent is "once". If the number is two, then the target 
equivalent is "twice". Otherwise the target equivalent is "nwm6er times". The 
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Figure 7.3: Sentence Polishing 
information of "special word" is tagged to the word. In the generation step 
the label is read and a further choice is made according to concrete cases. 
Some linguistic information is labelled during the analysis procedure. In 
Chinese there is no distinct sign for tense and voice of verbs. However existence 
of some auxiliaries can imply tense or voice related information. Sentence 
patterns with corresponding auxiliaries can be labelled with certain tense or 
voice in the analysis module, which has been discussed in Chapter 5. In the 
generation step, the tense or voice related labels can be replaced with concrete 
forms of verbs. 
Some refinement can be performed without preliminary knowledge from 
the dictionaries or other information sources. According to the convention of 
English, the first letter in a sentence should be in the capital case. However 
in the rough translation all the letters are in the lower case. The mark for 
the start of an English sentence is the period(except for the first sentence in a 
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paragraph). The refinement for the letter case problem can be easily fulfilled 
by recognizing the mark first and then converting the first letter of the sentence 
into its capital case. 
For the proper plural forms of classifiers and nouns, both the observation 
and the decision can be made in the generation module. For a target structure 
acquired from the transfer, if there is a combination of "num+q(including all 
the sub-categories)，，or "num+noun", then a judgement is made on whether 
the number is greater than one. If this is true a letter "s" is appended to the 
following classifier or noun. Though some errors may be introduced, e.g. the 
plural form for some classifiers or nouns is "es" instead of “s”，the strategy 
works in most cases and further improvement can be expected in the post-
editing which is inevitable in any practical MT systems. 
Chapter 8 
System Implementation 
A practical MT system has been set up in the light of the research of "Machine 
Translation for Chinese Medical Literature". A group of abstracts of clinical 
articles have been chosen from the TCM corpus to test the performance of the 
modules which have been elaborated in the thesis. 
8.1 Corpus 
The development of research and practice of TCM in China has been partic-
ularly significant in the past few years. To carry forward the valuable knowl-
edge and experience achieved from clinical practice and theoretical study, the 
Research Institute of TCM of China, Beijing (RITCM) assembles articles pub-
lished in the major journals of TCM in China annually and sort out the mate-
rials into the literature form of abstracts. The abstracts can be classified into 
several categories, namely "clinical article", “experimental study", "Chinese 
abstract", "review" and "history article". 
Among the different categories, abstracts of clinical articles occupy a com-
paratively large proportion with abundant sentence patterns. One hundred 
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abstracts of clinical articles have been randomly picked from a batch of sam-
ple texts collected by the RITCM to constitute the corpus of the MT sys-
tem. Classified into the same category of “cUnical articles,,, the samples in 
the corpus demonstrate similar contents in general. Furthermore the usage of 
terminology and syntactic structure in different samples is consistent. Simi-
lar contents are usually expressed in the same sentence patterns. The most 
frequent topics in the samples of the corpus include prescriptions, symptom-
related modifications to the prescriptions, instructions about the dosage of the 
medicine, the temporal length of a treatment course, the statistical results of 
the treatment, etc. Comparison between contrast groups and procedure of 
therapy are also introduced in some of the samples. Due to limited space most 
of the abstracts in the corpus are short. Around 60% of the samples in the 
corpus are composed of 10 to 20 sentences. Around 25% of the samples con-
sist of more than 20 sentences. Another 15% of the samples contain less than 
10 sentences. Complexity of syntactic structure can vary significantly from 
sentence to sentence. 
All the sentence patterns in the corpus are declarative sentences. The 
sample sentences can be classified into two groups: the simple sentences and 
the complex sentences. The simple sentences refer to the source sentences 
corresponding to a single source template while the complex sentences refer 
to the source sentences which are composed of more than one templates from 
the view point of syntactic structure. A complex sentence can be regarded 
as the combination of several simple sentences with some logical relationships 
between them, e.g. “提示本方治疗慢性阻塞性肺疾病之疗效可靠� ” .F o r a 
simple sentence, appropriate template and transfer rule can be matched and 
corresponding target structure can be achieved. Besides the general declarative 
sentence patterns of Chinese, quite a few special sentence patterns existing in 
the corpus are successfully handled in the system. These patterns include 
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imperative sentences, elliptical sentences, inverted sentences, etc., which have 
been discussed in Chapter 5. 
8.2 Dictionaries and Lexicons 
An indexed Chinese word table which contains more than two thousand Chi-
nese words has been set up to support the segmentation of the source Chinese 
sentences. The word table is indexed in a descending order of the two-byte 
coding for Chinese characters by the quick-sort algorithm. A fragment of the 
















Since the corpus is oriented to the domain of TCM abstracts which is a 
well-restricted subset of the general Chinese, the vocabulary of it is also com-
paratively limited. For the purpose of high efficiency and low ambiguity, the 
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word table only includes the words involved in the samples. Due to the lim-
ited range of vocabulary the chance for segmentation ambiguity is very little. 
With the experimental results of the segmentation module into observation, 
no ambiguity described in Chapter 3 has appeared. It is indicated that for the 
domain-dependent corpus, the algorithm of segmentation put forward in the 
thesis is strong enough to handle the problem. 
Based on the items in the Chinese word table, the bilingual dictionary is 
established for the purpose of tagging for word categories and target equiva-
lents. The dictionary acts as a preliminary lexical knowledge-base for the MT 
system. Several sample entries in the bilingual dictionary are shown as follows: 
郁热 
sym 
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Figure 8.1: Distribution of Word Categories 
until 
] 
The bilingual dictionary shows a distinct characteristic in the distribution 
of the word categories which reflects the linguistic feature of the corpus from 
the lexical point of view. The distribution of word categories is shown in 
Figure 8.1. The category of “noun,, occupies more than 50% of the vocabulary 
and over 70% of the "noun"s are herb names. The category of “sym,, which 
collects all kinds of symptom names in the corpus occupies around 20% of 
the vocabulary. These two categories show overwhelming majority over other 
categories. 
Besides the bilingual dictionary several other lexicons have also been es-
tablished to support the tagging, which include the punctuation-mark lexicon, 
the numerical-symbol lexicon, the numerical-classifier lexicon, etc. Functions 
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Rules Contrast Phrases 
attr+pdiuse+attr ~~> attr 药用黄民、党参、淮山药 
attrj-con]+attr ~)> attr — 黄 零 7 - 9 克或 j| 连 5 — 7 克—  
pron+noun ~~> noun 本方，本组 
noun+num+qw ~~> noun 丹参 1 5 克 
noun+adv+num+qw ~~y noun 人参、附子各 6 克 
sym+adj ^ s y m 阴虛热甚，针刺样疼痛明显 
adj+sym 一— sym — 慢性阻塞性肺疾病 
noun+ax+noun——> noun 止咳平喘之法 
adv+vt ~~^ vt 共服，配用，酌加 
adv+adj ~~�adj 较重，过高 
num+noun——\ noun 5 %葡菊糖液 
Table 8.1: Sample Reduction Rules 
of these lexicons have been introduced in Chapter 4. With the help of these 
lexicons special symbols in the corpus can be recognized and further processed. 
8.3 Reduction Rules 
Around thirty reduction rules are adopted in the analysis module to reduce a 
partition of the source sentence structure into a more concise and standardized 
expression if certain syntactic or semantic condition is satisfied. Some examples 
of frequently-invoked reduction rules with contrast source phrases are listed in 
Table 8.1. 
Reduction can elegantly simplify the source sentence structures. Further-
more it can greatly alleviate the burden of the transfer module by significantly 
curtailing the redundancy in the bilingual transfer rule-base. A suitable reduc-
tion rule may eliminate a group of redundant transfer rules. Statistics about 
the utilization ratio of the reduction rule-base has been made among a dozen 
of typical sample texts and the average value is 50%. The sampling data are 
shown in Table 8.2. The statistical result shows that the reduction rules are 
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frequently used during the procedure of analysis. 
Sample No. of Sentences No. of Reduced-Sentences Ratio 
1 _ 17 7 “ 41.2% 
2 — 13 2 ~ T 5 W 
3 - 27 17 _ 63.0% 
4 — 17 8 47.1% 
5 — 4 3 —75.0% 
6 - 16 6 37.5% 
7 “ 10 6 “ 60.0% 
8 - 17 11 64.7% 
9 24 — 13 54.2% 
10 14 — 4 一 28.6% 
11 “ 14 8 “ 57.1% 
12 25 15 60.0% 
Table 8.2: Utilization Ratio of Reduction Rule-base 
The reduction rule-base is originally set up manually with contrast to a 
group of source sentences in ten randomly-picked sample texts. The supple-
ment of the reduction rule-base is combined with that of the bilingual transfer 
rule-base. For a source sentence pattern which can not be matched in the 
transfer rule-base, a new reduction rule will possibly be generated to reduce 
the pattern. Figure 8.2 shows the relationship between the number of the sam-
ples and that of the reduction rules with twenty sample texts into observation. 
From the experimental results based on the TCM corpus, the reduction rule-
base shows the tendency of convergence with the growth of processed sample 
texts. The number of reduction rules goes up promptly when the first ten 
randomly-selected sample abstracts are analysed. After that the step slows 
down markedly and the size of the reduction rule-base becomes rather stable 
after thirty samples have been handled. 
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Figure 8.2: Relationship between the Samples and the Reduction Rules 
8.4 Transfer Rules 
The bilingual transfer rule-base is the bridge which connects the sentence struc-
tures of the source language to those of the target language. The transfer is 
realized through the matching and the triggering of appropriate transfer rules. 
The bilingual transfer rule-base is set up based on the templates which reflect 
valid syntactic structures of the source sentences in the corpus. Due to the 
comparatively regular style of the statements in the TCM corpus, a template 
can usually be matched by a group of source sentences which describe similar 
contents. Some examples of templates with contrast source sentences are listed 
in Table 8.3. 
There are nearly sixty rules in the bilingual transfer rule-base in the system. 
The transfer rule-base is originally set up manually by extracting templates 
from the first ten sample texts which are randomly chosen from the corpus. 
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Templates Contrast Sentences 
“noun+vt+nounl — 本方含党参、丹参、钩藤各 3 0克 
sym+vt+noun — 气虛用人参、苦参各 1 0克 
“ noun+num ~ 总有效率 9 8 • 5 7 % 
noun+num+qx 本组 6 8 例 
qt+num+qw 日 1 剂 
num+qt+numl+qw 2 日 1 剂 
“ vt+num+qw — 共服 3 0 剂 
“ vt+num+qt — 治疗 2疗程 
— vt+noun 采用益气养阴、止咳平喘之法  
"vt+noun+vtl+nounl 自拟强心定喘汤治疗慢性阻塞性肺疾病7 0例 
Table 8.3: Sample Templates 
Twenty transfer rules are created by this means. After that the computer-
aided approach discussed in Chapter 6 is adopted to supplement the transfer 
rule-base. An experiment has been done to observe the relationship between 
the number of the sample texts and the transfer rules and the result is shown 
in Figure 8.3. From the experiment we can see that the number of the rules 
in the transfer rule-base rises sharply with the growth of the number of the 
sample texts at first and then it grows much more smoothly. It is suggested 
that a limited number of transfer rules can be relied on to fulfill the task of 
transfer provided that the texts in the corpus are restricted to a certain domain 
and written in a consistent style. 
A similarity-grade based strategy which has been discussed in Chapter 6 is 
implemented to support the supplement of the bilingual transfer rule-base and 
the reduction rule-base. For all the cases of un-matched source sentences in the 
next twenty sample abstracts, 49% of them are resolved by appending a new 
transfer rule to the transfer rule-base, 27% of them are resolved by generating 
a new reduction rule, and 23% of them are recognized as complex sentences 
which are composed of more than one existing template. It is indicated that 
redundancy in the bilingual transfer rule-base can be effectively curtailed with 
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Figure 8.3: Relationship between the Samples and the Transfer Rules 
the help of reduction rules. 
8.5 Efficiency of the System 
The five modules namely the Segmentation Module, the Tagging Module, the 
Analysis Module, the Transfer Module and the Generation Module have been 
implemented in the MT system to fulfill the task of translation based on the 
corpus of one hundred abstracts. A Sparc Workstation of Model 20/71 with 
32 MB RAM under Solaris 2.5.1 is used to do the simulation. 
Segmentation and tagging are performed as preliminary steps in the system. 
Due to limited range of vocabulary in the corpus which is composed of one 
hundred sample texts, the segmentation algorithm works perfectly well and 
no segmentation ambiguity is detected. For a sample text which contains 
26 sentences and 98 source words, it takes 0.29s for the system to finish the 
segmentation. The temporal overhead of the segmentation algorithm for a 
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sample in the corpus is between 0.25s and 0.35s in general. Approximate 
results are achieved for the tagging module. 
All the strategies for analysis, transfer and generation which have been 
discussed in Chapter 5, 6 and 7 are simulated in the practical system. For 
a sample text of average size from the corpus it takes less than 0.1s for the 
system to perform the three procedures and save the final translation result in 
a designated text file. 
8.6 Case Study 
Based on the strategies and the algorithms put forward in MTCML, each 
module of MTCML is developed and tested in the implemented MT system 
and some acceptable if not completely satisfactory translation results have been 
achieved. A substantial example will be given in this section to demonstrate 
the input of a sample text and its corresponding output of the system. Sample 
sentences will also be picked to show the whole translation procedure step by 
step. 
8.6.1 Sample Result and Assessment 
A sample text is picked from the TCM corpus and processed by the five mod-
ules of the MT system step by step. The sample and its rough translation 
which is generated by the system are shown as follows. 
药用黄民、党参、淮山药各3 0克，龙骨、牡嚇各 2 4克，白术、获零 
各 2 0克，陈皮、柴胡、升麻、甘草各 6克，大専 1 2克。‘肾虛滑精明显 
加金樓子 3 0克，炒艾实 2 0 克 。 2 曰 1 剂 水 煎 服 ， 1 0剂为 1疗程。结 
果：疫愈2 3例，好转 6例，无效 2例，总有效率 9 3 • 6 %。 
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30 grams of each of medical root of Astragalus memhranaceus , root of 
Codonopsis pilosula and Dioscorea opposita，24 grams of each of fossil frag-
ments and Ostrea , 20 grams of each ofAtractylodis Rhizoma and Poria cocos , 
6 grams of each ofpericarp of Citrus reticulata , root of Bupleurum chinense , 
Rhizome of Cimicifuga foetida and root of Glycyrrhiza uralensis , 12 grams of 
jujuba . In case of distinct insufficiency of the kidney and spermatorrhea add 
30 grams of fruit of Rosa laevigata , 20 grams of Citrus aurantium . 1 dosage 
every 2 days water decoction , 10 dosages is 1 treatment course . Result : 23 
cases were fully recovered , 6 cases were improved , 2 cases had no effect , the 
effective rate is 93.6% . 
In the manual post-editing only two sentences of the translation result are 
modified slightly. The rough sentence “1 dosage every 2 days water decoction,,, 
is modified into “ Take one dosage in every two days by water decoction,,, while 
the other sentence “10 dosages is 1 treatment course.^^ is polished into “ Ten 
dosages make up one treatment course;,. Compared with manual transla-
tion, much less work will be done by a human translator with the help of the 
MT system. The translation accuracy of the MT system is quite satisfactory. 
Problems of inconsistent style and careless mistakes which inevitably exist in 
manual translations can be effectively avoided in the MT system. Necessary 
manual post-editing can significantly help to overcome the shortcomings of 
MT translations such as the rigidness. 
Some intermediate results produced by each module of the system will be 
shown in the following parts. Due to limited space, two sample sentences will 
be chosen to demonstrate the results. One is “陈皮、柴胡、升麻、计草各 6 
克，” andtheotheris “肾虛滑精明显加金樱子 3 0克，”. 
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8.6.2 Results of Segmentation and Tagging 
The task of the segmentation module is to segment a source Chinese sentence 
into a sequential combination of the word components. Since there does not 
exist distinct delimiter to separate the words in Chinese, segmentation is in-
dispensable for the analysis and understanding of the corresponding sentence. 
For the sentence “陈皮、柴胡、升麻、甘草各 6 克，”，the segmentation 
result is: “陈皮、柴胡、升麻、甘草各 6克，”.尸 0 1 1； ^ 6 86打16打06“肾虛 
滑精明显加金樓子 3 0克，”，thesegmentationresultis: “肾虛滑精明显加 
金樱子 3 0 克， ” . T h e source words are separated by spaces. Segmentation 
is realized with the help of the indexed Chinese word table which collects all 
the valid source words, such as “陈皮”，“贤虛”，“明显”，“加”，“克，’，etc. 
After the segmentation, each segmented source word including the punctu-
ation marks and other symbols is tagged with the corresponding word category 
or sub-category and the English equivalent. A string of “*，，is used to indicate 
the stop of a sentence. 
?011^116 3 6 打 * 6 打 0 6 “ 陈 皮 、 柴 胡 、 升 麻 、 甘 草 各 6 克 ， ” ， 让 6 1&8呂丨明优3廿11 
is: 
陈皮/ noun/ pericarp of Citrus reticulata 
、/ pause/ ， 
柴胡 / noun/ root of Bupleurum chinense 
、/ pause/ ， 
升麻/ noun/ Rhizome of Cimicifuga foetida 
、/ pause/ ， 
甘草/ noun/ root of Glycyrrhiza uralensis 
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各/ adv/ each of 
6 / num/ 6 
克/ qw/ gram 
, / comma/ , 
本木本本本本本本******本******本*本******本本本***本本***** 
For the sentence “肾虛滑精明显加金樱子 3 0 克，，，，the tagging result is: 
肾虛/ sym/ insufficiency of the kidney 
滑精/ sym/ spermatorrhea 
明显/ adj/ distinct 
加/ vt/ add 
金樱子/ noun/ fruit of Rosa laevigata 
3 0 / num/ 30 
克/ qw/ gram 
, / comma/ ， 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
The bilingual dictionary and some other lexicons(e.g. the numerical-symbol 
lexicon which collects all the numbers and special numerical symbols) are used 
to conduct the tagging. The tagged categories are referred in the analysis 
procedure and the tagged target equivalents are referred in the generation 
module. The bilingual dictionary acts as a preliminary lexical knowledge-base 
for the following steps. 
8.6.3 Results of Analysis 
Analysis for a source sentence is a procedure of converting the sentence into 
its corresponding abstract representation. The representation is a sequential 
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combination of word categories which expresses the syntactic structure of the 
sentence. Necessary reductions from the syntactic and semantic points of view 
are performed to simplify and standardize the sentence patterns in the corpus. 
For the sentence “陈皮、柴胡、升麻、甘草各 6 克，，，，a reduction rule 
which can be expressed as “attr + pause + attr ——y attr,, is invoked. The 
reduction rule declares that if two words in the same category are connected 
by a pause mark, then the phrase can be reduced into the word category. Based 
on this rule the phrase “陈皮、柴胡、升麻、甘草” whose original category 
combination is ^'noun + pause + noun + pause + noun + pause + nourP can 
be reduced into the structure of a “noun,,. Another reduction rule which can 
be expressed as “noun + adv + num + qw ——y noun,, is triggered when the 
parsing goes on. Based on this rule, the whole sentence is finally reduced into 
a single word category of "no^n". 
Reductions are operated upon the combinations of word categories. In the 
meantime the combinations of the target words are also adjusted relevantly. 
For the reduction rule “attr + pause + attr ——y attr,,, the target equivalents are 
concatenated in series. For the reduction rule “noun + adv + num + qw ——y 
noun”, the target equivalents are arranged into the sequence of “ T(num) + 
T(qw) + ' o / + T(adv) + T(noun),,, where T(x) stands for the target equivalent 
of the word in category "x". 
For the sentence “聲虛滑精明显加金樓子 3 0 克，”，reductions are per-
formed upon the phrases of "ff 虛滑精明显 ” and “金樓子 3 0 克 ” . T w o 
reduction rules are invoked to reduce the phrase “译虚滑精明显”.One is 
“sym + sym ——> sym,, and the other is “sym + adj ^�sym,,. In this way 
the phrase whose original structure is ‘‘sym + sym + adf is reduced into a 
logical component of “sym,,. Another reduction rule “noun + num + qw ~~)• 
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noun" is adopted to reduce the phrase “金樓子 3 0 克，，into the structure of 
"rzown". After necessary reductions have been performed, the final analysis 
result for the source sentence is “sym + vt + nourf. The sequence of the 
target equivalent words is also re-arranged for each step of reduction. 
8.6.4 Results of Transfer 
After the analysis to a source Chinese sentence, appropriate transfer rules 
are triggered to transfer the structure of the sentence into that of its English 
equivalent. 
For the sentence “陈皮、柴胡、升麻、甘草各 6 克，” the analysis result 
is “nomf . There is a transfer rule in the bilingual transfer rule-base which 
states “noun =^ noun”. A Chinese template which is composed of a single 
logical component of “nouu,, is transferred into the same structure in the target 
language. 
For the sentence " f 虛滑精明显加金樱子 3 0 克，” the analysis result is 
“sym + vt + noun,,. A transfer rule which declares “sym + vt + noun => Hn 
case of + sym + vt + noun,, can be matched to transfer the source structure 
into the target one. 
8.6.5 Results of Generation 
The final translation results are generated in the generation module. The gen-
eration of complete English sentences is realized based on the target structures 
produced by the transfer module. The tagging results of the English equiv-
alents for the corresponding Chinese words are used to convert the abstract 
representation for target structure into the target sentence. 
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For the sentence “陈皮、柴胡、升麻、甘草各 6 克，” the achieved target 
structure is “noun,,. The English equivalent for the component is extracted 
and the final English sentence is generated. The result is “6 grams of each 
of pericarp of Citrus reticulata , root of Bupleurum chinense , Rhizome of 
Cimicifuga foetida and root of Glycyrrhiza uralensis / ' . Actually the target 
sentence is composed of the English words corresponding to the source Chinese 
words. The sequence of the English words in the sentence is determined in the 
analysis module while the reductions are performed. 
For the sentence “肾虛滑精明显加金樱子 3 0 克，”，the corresponding 
target structure is " 'm case of + sym + vt + noun”. The phrase “in case of 
appears in the target sentence verbatim. For the sample sentence the logical 
components of “sym,, and “noun,, are reduced results and the corresponding 
English equivalents have been prepared during the reductions. Thus the trans-
lation result for the source sentence is “In case of distinct insufficiency of the 
kidney and spermatorrhea add 30 grams offruit of Rosa laevigata ,”. 
Chapter 9 
Conclusion 
As an important branch of Natural Language Processing, Machine Transla-
tion(MT) is a computational technique combined with linguistic theories. It 
is a research topic aimed at automatic and precise translations with a history 
of tens of years. Compared with a human translator, a successful MT sys-
tem can perform the translation from one natural language to another more 
efficiently and economically. It is the urgent need of translation for a great 
quantity of literature materials in various domains that motivates the research 
activities of machine translation. Many research projects have been carried 
out to realize the automatic translation from one language to the other lan-
guage, between two languages, or even among several languages. There are 
quite a few successful examples among existing MT systems, whether in the 
research laboratories or in the commercial market. However due to a variety 
of sophisticated linguistic phenomena in the natural languages, "fully auto-
matic and high quality", which is the final target of MT systems, can not be 
completely achieved yet. MT systems can show incomparable advantages only 
in well-defined domains, in which the corpus to be translated has constrained 
lexical and grammatical features. The feasibility should be carefully studied 
before launching an MT system. This will influence the quality of translation 
to a great extent. 
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"Machine Translation for Chinese Medical Literature" is a research topic 
oriented to the literature corpus composed of abstracts of Traditional Chinese 
Medicine(TCM). The objective of the research is to find an effective and effi-
cient way to automatically generate the English translations for Chinese med-
ical abstracts with the help of computer. This is a typical domain-dependent 
MT problem with a restrained corpus. Both the vocabulary and the grammat-
ical characteristics in the corpus are much more limited than those of Chinese 
in general sense. After a careful study on the linguistic features of the source 
texts, suitable strategies for the steps of translation have been put forward and 
a practical system called MTCML has been established accordingly. 
A literature survey has been made to indicate the principal problems and 
solutions in the research area. The traditional transfer model which has been 
verified to be extremely effective by many practical systems is adopted by 
MTCML for the TCM corpus. In a transfer model, firstly a source sentence 
is analysed into an abstract representation of the source language. Secondly 
the abstract representation of the source language is transferred into that of 
the target language according to the grammatical relationship between the 
representations of the two languages. Lastly the final target sentence will be 
generated based on the representation of the target language. For different 
corpus, great diversity can exist in the abstract representations and the rules 
for analysis and transfer. 
Modular design is adopted in MTCML. Five basic modules are set up to 
fulfill the task of machine translation step by step. The segmentation mod-
ule and the tagging module are preliminary procedures in the whole system. 
The segmentation module is the first step which segments a source Chinese 
sentence into a sequential combination of Chinese words. Since word is the 
fundamental unit of a sentence, only after a successful segmentation has been 
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performed can any further processing be possible. In the tagging module, all 
the Chinese words and other linguistic symbols, e.g. the punctuation marks, 
the numerical symbols, etc. are labelled with corresponding word categories(or 
sub-categories) and equivalents in the target language. Information resources 
such as the bilingual dictionary are needed in this module and the tagged 
information can be regarded as preliminary knowledge for the other deeper 
modules. The last three modules correspond to analysis, transfer and gener-
ation in the traditional transfer model respectively and constitute the most 
important parts of the whole system. 
Compared with English, Chinese has relatively free grammatical structure, 
which is distinctly revealed in the TCM corpus. With linguistic features of the 
corpus into serious consideration, a ^emp/a^e-based strategy has been adopted 
in the MT system under the principle of compositionality, which regards trans-
lation as a procedure of re-building logical components in a source sentence by 
means of translation-equivalent rules. 
Thorough analysis to the source sentences is the fundamental of the whole 
procedure and therefore is the key point for achieving translations of high 
quality. In the analysis module, a sentence pattern which is a combination 
of word categories(or sub-categories) is extracted for each source sentence to 
represent the syntactic structure and necessary reductions in aspect of syntax 
and semantics are performed to make the analysis results more precise and 
concise. The analysis result is an abstract representation of the source sentence 
and will be further handled in the transfer module. There is a trade-off between 
the analysis and the transfer. Simplification of the source sentence structures 
by means of reduction rules can effectively alleviate the workload of the transfer 
module. 
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The process of transfer is based on the transfer rules in a bilingual rule-base 
which is a bridge to connect sentence structures of the two different natural 
languages. Source template extraction which is aimed at collecting valid sen-
tence patterns in the source corpus is the key step for setting up the transfer 
rule-base. The target structure corresponding to a source template should 
properly reflect the feature of the abstract representation of the source sen-
tence, and in the meantime comply with grammatical conventions of the target 
language. 
The final translation results are produced in the generation module. A 
rough English sentence is generated based on the target structure which is 
acquired from the transfer step. The generated sentences are polished with 
certain conditions satisfied. 
Abstracts of clinical articles are picked to compose the corpus for the MT 
system. A group of Chinese-English bilingual abstracts of TCM are shown in 
the appendix. The results demonstrated in the appendix are rough translations 
from the MT system without any manual post-editing. 
The research and exploration of machine translation in the domain of TCM 
corpus is new and original. It is an interesting and meaningful attempt to apply 
the traditional transfer strategy to the domain-dependent problem and satis-
factory results have been achieved. The template-based method adopted by 
MTCML can also make beneficial contribution to other MT problems. With 
linguistic characteristics of the source language corpus into consideration, a 
practical template base and the corresponding transfer rule-base from the 
source language to the target language can be created to support the sentence 
patterns existing in the source corpus and their transfer to the target language 
respectively. For the corpuses with similar linguistic features, techniques of 
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MTCML can hopefully be extended to serve more domains. 
In the near future, more work will be done to improve the interface part. 
A friendly interface can help developers to acquire intermediate results so that 
problems can be located in a certain stage of the whole procedure. On the 
other hand, it can also help users to know the system better and communicate 
with the system interactively. MTCML is principally composed of five modules 
and each module produces intermediate result which acts as the resource of 
the next step. The intermediate results can help to detect and isolate errors. 
The intermediate result of each module can be either displayed or shielded 
according to concrete requirement. Furthermore, corresponding prompts and 
warnings will be displayed for the purpose of resource supplement. If a source 
word can not be matched in the bilingual dictionary, a warning should be 
given to inform the absence and prompt for the word category and the target 
equivalent for the source word. Similarly, if a new sentence pattern is read 
and a new transfer rule or a new reduction rule is generated consequently, 
the situation will also be reported. If further decision is dependent on human 
operator's linguistic knowledge, relevant questions will be asked by the system 
and the operator will answer the questions interactively so that the system can 
achieve necessary knowledge to make the decision. Development of a friendly 
user interface will make the application of the system more straightforward 
and convenient. 
Effectiveness and robustness of the system will be improved. The dictionar-
ies and the lexicons will be enlarged to contain more involved vocabulary. The 
reduction rule-base and the bilingual transfer rule-base will be enriched to sup-
port more eligible source patterns. Quality assessment will also be performed 
on the basis of domain experts' suggestions. 
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bilingual transfer rule-base 
Kernel Functions 
int get_raw_sentence(char *sentence, int *begin_line, int *endJine) 
Returns "TRUE" if EOF, “FALSE” if a complete sentence has been read. 
Objective: Get a raw sentence into *sentence, with the line numbers 
corresponding to the first character and the last character. 
void charJen_determine(char *sentence, int len[]) 
Objective: Determine the lengths of basic units of a sentence, which are 
recorded in len[]. 
void MFM_wordJen_determine(char *sentence, int len[ ], int MFMJen[]) 
Objective: Convert the length results achieved in len[ ] into a format for 
Forward Maximum Matching, which is recorded in MFMJen[ . 
void findJongest_wordJen(char *sentence, int *position, int MFMJen[]) 
Objective: Perform Maximum Matching by binary search in the Chinese 
word-table. "Position" is the pointer which points to the next target to be 
segmented. The segmentation steps are recorded in MFMJen[ . 
void MFM_result_generate(char *sentence, int MFMJen[ ], char *result) 
Objective: Store the segmentation result in "result", based on the infor-
mation in MFMJen[ . 
void tag(char *string) 
123 
Objective: Tag the source word "string" with corresponding word category 
and target equivalent, based on the knowledge in the bilingual dictionary. 
void reduce() 
Objective: Perform syntactic reductions. 
void analysis() 
Objective: Concatenate the word categories(after reductions) as the anal-
ysis results. 
void rule_match(int start) 
Objective: Match the appropriate bilingual transfer rules, starting from 
the stariXh item of the syntactic pattern of the source sentence. 
void res_gen(int ruleno, int begin, int end) 
Objective: Generate and polish the target sentence based on the transfer 
rule whose number is "ruleno" from the heginih. item of the source pattern to 




药用黄苗、党参、淮山药各 3 0克，龙骨、牡顿各 2 4克，白术、获零各 
2 0克，陈皮、柴胡、升麻、甘草各 6克，大専 1 2克。 »虚滑精明显加 
金樱子 3 0克，炒灾实 2 0 克 。 2 日 1 剂 水 煎 服 ， 1 0剂为 1疗程。结果 
: 疫 愈 2 3 例 ， 好 转 6 例 ， 无 效 2 例 ， 总 有 效 率 9 3 • 6 %。 
The medicine uses 30 grams of each of medical root of Astragalus mem-
branaceus , root of Codonopsis pilosula and tuber of Dioscorea opposita , 
24 grams of each of fossil bone and Ostrea , 20 grams of each of rhizome of 
Atractylodis macrocephala and sclerotium of Poria cocos , 6 grams of each of 
pericarp of Citrus reticulata , root of Bupleurum chinense , Rhizome of Cimi-
cifuga foetida and root of Glycyrrhiza uralensis , 12 grams of fruit of Ziziphus 
jujuba . In case of distinct insufficiency of the kidney and spermatorrhea add 
30 grams of fruit of Rosa laevigata , 20 grams of Citrus aurantium . 1 dose 
every 2 days water decoction , 10 doses is 1 treatment course . Result : 23 
cases were fully recovered , 6 cases were improved，2 cases had no effect , the 
effective rate is 93.6% . 
本方含党参、丹参、钩藤、天麻、石决明、葛根、川弯各 3 0克，附片 
1 5 克 。 日 1 剂 水 煎 ， 分 3 次 服 。 7 日 为 1 疗 程 。 结 果 ： 瘦 愈 4 3例，显 
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效 3 1 例 ， 有 效 8 例 ， 无 效 4 例 ， 总 有 效 率 9 5 . 3 5 % 。 治 疗 1 — 4疗 
程。 
This prescription contains 30 grams of each of root of Codonopsis pilosula 
,Saliva miltiorrhiza , Uncaria rhynchophylla , Gastrodia elata , Haliotis di-
versicolor , Pueraria lobata and Rhizome of Szechwan Lovage , 15 grams of 
Aconitum carmichaeli . 1 dose a day water decoct , take it for 3 times sepa-
rately . 7 days is 1 treatment course . Result : 43 cases were fully recovered 
,31 cases had distinct effect , 8 cases had effect , 4 cases had no effect , the 
effective rate is 95.35% . Treat it for 1-4 treatment course . 
本组 6 8例。气虛用人参、苦参各 1 0克，丹参 1 5克，附子 9克，或 
加黄苗；阳虛用附子 1 2克，丹参 1 5克，苦参 1 0克，人参 9克，或加 
桂枝；金癒用丹参 3 0克，苦参 1 0克，人参、附子各 6克，或加赤苟、 
当归；湿阻用苦参 3 0克，丹参 1 5 克 ， 人 参 3 克 ， 附 子 6 克 ， 或 加 陈 皮 
、云零、砂仁。日 1剂水煎服，共服 3 0剂。结果：显效 4 2 例 ， 有 效 1 
6 例 ， 无 效 1 0 例 ， 总 有 效 率 为 8 5 . 3 % 。 
This group contains 68 cases . In case of deficiency of Qi use 10 grams 
of each of Panax ginseng and root of Sophora flavescens，15 grams of Saliva 
miltiorrhiza，9 grams of lateral root of Aconitum carmichaeli , or add root 
of Astragalus membranaceus • In case of deficiency of Yang use 12 grams of 
lateral root of Aconitum carmichaeli , 15 grams of Saliva miltiorrhiza , 10 
grams of root of Sophora flavescens , 9 grams of Panax ginseng ’ or add twig 
of Cinnamomum cassia . In case of stagnant blood use 30 grams of Saliva 
miltiorrhiza , 10 grams of root of Sophora flavescens，6 grams of each of 
Panax ginseng and lateral root of Aconitum carmichaeli , or add root of wild 
Paeonia lactiflora and root of Angelica sinensis . In case of dampness blocking 
use 30 grams of root of Sophora flavescens , 15 grams of Saliva miltiorrhiza , 
3 grams of Panax ginseng , 6 grams of lateral root of Aconitum carmichaeli 
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, o r add pericarp of Citrus reticulata , sclerotium of Poria cocos and fruit of 
Amomum villosum . 1 dose a day water decoct , take totally 30 doses . Result 
: 4 2 cases had distinct effect , 16 cases had effect , 10 cases had no effect , the 
effective rate is 85.3% . 
药用柴胡1 2 g , 黄冬、法夏、黄连、白正各 1 0 g , 党 参 1 5 g , 蒲 
公英2 0 g , 黄 茵 3 0 g , 甘 草 5 g o 目黄加茵陈、车前子；便秘加枳实 
、 大 黄 。 日 1 剂 ， 水 煎 分 3 次 服 。 1 0日为 1疗程，治疗 2疗程。结果： 
治愈2 0例，好转 6例，无效 2例。 
The medicine uses 12 g of Bupleurum chinense , 10 g of each of root of 
Scutellaria baicalensis , Pinellia ternata , rhizome of Coptis chiiiensis and root 
of Angelica dahurica , 15 g of root of Codonopsis pilosula , 20 g of whole 
plant of Taraxacum mongolicum , 30 g of root of Astragalus membranaceus 
, 5 g of root of Glycyrrhiza uralensis . In case of yellow eyes add aerial part 
of Artemisia capillaris and seed of Plantago asiatica . In case of constipation 
add Aurantii Immaturus Fructus and root of Rheum officinale . 1 dose a day 
,water decoct take it for 3 times separately . 10 days is 1 treatment course , 
treat it for 2 treatment courses . Result : 20 cases were cured , 6 cases were 
improved , 2 cases had no effect . 
采用益气养阴、止咳平喘之法，自拟强心定端汤治疗慢性阻塞性肺疾病 
7 0 例，总有效率 8 7 • 1 % �提示本方治疗慢性阻塞性肺疾病之疗效可 
靠。 
Adopt method of supplementing Qi and nourishing Yin and relieving cough 
and asthma , draft Decoction of Cardiotonic and Relieving Asthma to treat 
70 cases of chronic blocking diseases of the lung , the effective rate is 87.1% . 
It is suggested that effect of treating chronic blocking diseases of the lung of 
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this prescription is reliable . 
本方含红人参、炎附子、细辛、麻黄、肉桂、玉竹、麦冬、生地、龟版 
等。心气虛加黄苗；头痛、头晕加延胡索、白花；失眠多梦加珍珠母、號 
拍；冠心病加丹参、赤苟；心肌炎加金银花、大青叶等。日 1剂，水煎 3 
次取计 3 0 0 m丨，早晚服。治疗 1 一 3 月 。 结 果 ： 显 效 2 8 例，有效 2 
3例，无效 6例，总有效率 8 9 . 7 4 %。 
This prescription contains Panax ginseng , Aconitum carmichaeli , whole 
plant of Asarum heterotropoides , Ephedra sinica , bark of Cinnamomum 
cassia , Polygonatum odoratum , tuberous root of Ophiopogon japonicus , 
Rehmannia glutinosa, shell of Chinemys reevesii, etc. . In case of insufficiency 
of cardiac Qi add root of Astragalus membranaceus . In case of headache 
and dizziness add rhizome of Corydalis turtschaninovii and root of Angelica 
dahurica . In case of insomnia and frequent dreams add Hyriopsis cumingii 
and amber . In case of coronary heart disease add Saliva miltiorrhiza and 
root of wild Paeonia lactiflora . In case of myocarditis add flower of Lonicera 
japonica and leaf of Isatis indigotica, etc . 1 dose a day，water decoct for 3 
times extract 300 ml of the juice，take it in the morning and evening . Treat 
it for 1-3 month . Result : 28 cases had distinct effect , 23 cases had effect , 6 
cases had no effect , the effective rate is 89.74% . 
本方含磁石 5 0克，白术、黄苗各 3 0 ~ 5 0克，知母、黄连须、麦冬 
各 1 0克，石斜 1 5克，五味子、甘草各 5克。阴虛热甚者知母、石斛加 
至 3 0克。结果：治愈 4例，显效 2例，有效 1例。 
This prescription contains 50 grams of magnetiti , 30-50 grams of each of 
rhizome of Atractylodis macrocephala and root of Astragalus membranaceus , 
10 grams of each of rhizome of Anemarrhena asphodeloides , rhizome of Coptis 
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chinensis and tuberous root of Ophiopogon japonicus , 15 grams of stem of 
Dendrobium loddigesii , 5 grams of each of fruit of Schisandra chinensis and 
root of Glycyrrhiza uralensis . In case of intensified deficiency of Yin with heat 
add rhizome of Anemarrhena asphodeloides and stem of Dendrobium loddigesii 
to 30 grams . Result : 4 cases were cured , 2 cases had distinct effect , 1 case 
had effect . 
本方含熟附子（先煎）、干姜、肉桂各 1 5克，当归、丹参、黄茵各 2 
0克，桂枝、鸡血藤各 2 5克，白苟 1 0克，细辛 5克（后下），威灵仙 
3 0克。针刺样痛者加王不留行 2 0克，乳香、没药各 1 5克；痒痛者加 
川弯、防风各 1 5克；肢端冷麻者加红花 1 0 克 ， 乌 梢 蛇 2 0 克 。 日 1 剂 
水煎 3次分 2次服。结果：治愈 1 7例，好转 3例。服药 1 5 — 3 0剂。 
This prescription contains 15 grams of each of Aconitum carmichaeli( to be 
decocted first) , dried rhizome of Zingiber Officinalis and bark of Cinnamomum 
cassia , 20 grams of each of root of Angelica sinensis , Saliva miltiorrhiza and 
root of Astragalus membranaceus , 25 grams of each of twig of Cinnamomum 
cassia and stem of Spatholobus suberectus , 10 grams of root of cultivated 
Paeonia lactiflora , 5 grams of whole plant of Asarum heterotropoides( to be 
decocted later ) , 30 grams of Clematis chinensis . In case of stabbing pain 
add 20 grams of seed of Vaccaria segetalis , 15 grams of each of Olibanum and 
myrrh . In case of itch and ache add 15 grams of each of Rhizome of Szechwan 
Lovage and root of Ledebouriella divaricata . In case of cold numb limbs add 
10 grams of Carthamus tinctorius , 20 grams of Zaocys dhumnades . 1 dose a 
day water decoct for 3 times take it for twice separately . Result : 17 cases 
were cured , 3 cases were improved . Take 15-30 doses of the medicine • 
基本方：生黄茵6 0克，党参、丹参各 3 0克，桂枝 1 5 〜 2 0克，牛 
膝 2 0克，银杏叶 9克，淫羊藿、麦冬各 2 4克。气虛甚者党参易红参； 
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血換甚者加苏木、刘寄奴； »阳亏损加附子、肉欢蓉、鹿角胶；气滞加陈 
皮、佛手等。并服大黄蜇虫丸 3 克，日 2 次。病情较重、病变广泛者配用 
川弯嚷1 0 0 �1 5 0 m g 加 5 % 葡 萄 糖 液 5 0 0 m 1 静 滴 ， 曰 1 次 ， 2 
0 次 为 1 疗 程 ， 疗 程 间 隔 5 曰 ， 用 1 ~ 3疗程。结果：显效 4 8例，有效 
2 1 例，无效 1 例，总有效率 9 8 . 5 7 % 
Essential prescription : 60 grams of raw root of Astragalus membranaceus 
, 3 0 grams of each of root of Codonopsis pilosula and Saliva miltiorrhiza， 
15-20 grams of twig of Cinnamomum cassia , 20 grams of root of Achyranthes 
bidentata , 9 grams of Ginkgo biloba , 24 grams of each of aerial part of 
Epimedium brevicornum and tuberous root of Ophiopogon japonicus . In 
case of intensified deficiency of Qi replace root of Codonopsis pilosula with 
Panax ginseng . In case of intensified stagnant blood add Caesalpinia sappan 
and Artemisia anomala • In case of insufficiency of the kidney-yang add lateral 
root of Aconitum carmichaeli, stem of Cistanche salsa or Cistanche deserticola 
and antler gelatin of Cervus nippon or Cervus elaphus . In case of stagnation 
of Qi add pericarp of Citrus reticulata and fruit of Citrus medica, etc. . Take 
simutaneously 3 grams of Pill of Dahuangzhechong , twice a day . In case of 
fairly severe condition and extensive pathological changes use concertly 100-
150 mgs of Rhizome of Szechwan Lovage add 500 ml of the 5% glucose liquid 
intravenous drip , once a day , 20 times is 1 treatment course , treatment 
course interval is 5 days , use it for 1-3 treatment course . Result : 48 cases 
had distinct effect , 21 cases had effect , 1 cases had no effect , the effective 
rate is 98.57% . 
本方含黄民、土木香 （ 或木香 9 克）各 1 5克，当归、川连各 6克，甘 
草 5 克 ， 白 苟 9 克 。 曰 1 剂 水 煎 服 。 4 周 为 1 疗 程 。 治 疗 2 0 〜 9 0曰， 
结果：治愈9 0 例，显效 1 8 例，有效 7 例，无效 5 例，总有效率 9 5 • 
8 % o 
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This prescription contains 15 grams of each of root of Astragalus mem-
branaceus and Saussurea lappa( or 9 grams of Saussurea lappa ) , 6 grams 
of each of root of Angelica sinensis and Coptis chinensis , 5 grams of root of 
Glycyrrhiza uralensis , 9 grams of root of cultivated Paeonia lactiflora . 1 dose 
a day water decoct . 4 weeks is 1 treatment course . Treat it for 20-90 days , 
Result : 90 cases were cured , 18 cases had distinct effect , 7 cases had effect , 
5 cases had no effect , the effective rate is 95.8% . 
药用生黄茵、白花蛇舌草各 2 0克，玄参 2 5克，惠余刺、白花、金银 
花、蒲公英、紫花地丁各 1 5克，当归、穿山甲、川弯各 1 2克，牛蒡子 
、辛夷各 1 0 克 ， 苍 耳 子 6 克 ， 甘 草 4 克 。 日 1 剂 ， 水 煎 服 。 服 7 剂 为 1 
疗程。经治 1 一 3疗程后，痤愈 4 1例，有效 1 2例，无效 4例。 
The medicine uses 20 grams of each of medical raw root of Astragalus 
membranaceus and whole plant of Oldenlandia difFusa , 25 grams of root of 
Scrophularia ningpoensis , 15 grams of each of Gleditsia sinensis , root of 
Angelica dahurica , flower of Lonicera japonica , whole plant of Taraxacum 
mongolicum and Viola yedoensis , 12 grams of each of root of Angelica sinensis 
,Manis pentadactyla and Rhizome of Szechwan Lovage , 10 grams of each of 
Arctium lappa and flower bud of Magnolia biondii , 6 grams of Xanthium 
sibiricum , 4 grams of root of Glycyrrhiza uralensis . 1 dose a day , water 
decoct . 7 doses is 1 treatment course . After treating for 1-3 treatment course 
,41 cases were fully recovered , 12 cases had effect , 4 cases had no effect . 
基本方：柴胡6 — 9克，当归 1 0 - 1 2克，白苟 1 2 - 1 5克，陈皮 
1 0 一 1 5 克 ， 姜 半 夏 6 — 1 0克，黄茶 7 — 9克或黄连 5 — 7克，甘草 





刺痛、舌见疲象酌加失笑散、鸡内金、文术、公英。结果：疫愈 2 3例， 
显 效 6 例 ， 好 转 5 例 ， 无 效 1 例 ， 有 效 率 9 6 . 7 % 。 
Essential prescription : 6-9 grams of root of Bupleurum chinense , 10-12 
grams of root of Angelica sinensis , 12-15 grams of root of cultivated Paeonia 
lactiflora , 10-15 grams of pericarp of Citrus reticulata , 6-10 grams of Pinellia 
ternata , 7-9 grams of root of Scutellaria baicalensis or 5-7 grams of rhizome of 
Coptis chinensis , 6-10 grams of root of Glycyrrhiza uralensis , 9 grams of Au-
rantii Immaturus Fructus , 30-50 grams of Hematite . In case of disharmony of 
the liver and the stomach add rhizome of Cyperus rotundus , replace Aurantii 
Immaturus Fructus with Poncirus trifoliata . In case of intensified blockage 
of heat add caulis of Bambusa tuldoides or Gentiana scabra . In case of in-
sufficiency of stomach-Yin add fruit of Chaenomeles speciosa , Adenophora 
tetraphylla or tuberous root of Ophiopogon japonicus . In case of deficiency 
of the spleen and lassitude add root of Astragalus membranaceus and root 
of Codonopsis pilosula • In case of deficiency of the spleen and anorexia or 
loose stools delete Aurantii Immaturus Fructus and root of cultivated Paeonia 
lactiflora , add root of Codonopsis pilosula , rhizome of Atractylodis macro-
cephala and sclerotium of Poria cocos . In case of deficiency of the spleen 
and stagnation of Qi add Saussurea lappa and root of Pseudostellaria hetero-
phylla . In case of substantial heat in the spleen and the stomach delete root 
of cultivated Paeonia lactiflora , add Pogostemon cablin , sclerotium of Poria 
cocos and Taraxacum mongolicum . In case of stabbing pain in the stomach 
and ecchymosis in the tongue add accordingly Powder of Shixiao , Membrane 
of Chicken Gizzard , Herb of Setose Asparagus and Taraxacum mongolicum 
.Result : 23 cases were fully recovered , 6 cases had distinct effect , 5 cases 
were improved , 1 case had no effect , the effective rate is 96.7% . 
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本病俗称红眼病。药用麻黄 6〜 1 0 g , 生 石 膏 1 5 〜 3 0 g，夏枯草 
2 0 �3 0 g , 生 甘 草 5 ~ 9 g �日 1 剂 水 煎 服 。 经 治 3 〜 5 日 后 ， 疾 愈 
9 5 例，无效 8 例。 
This disease is commonly called ophthalmia . The medicine uses 6-10 g of 
medical Ephedra sinica , 15-30 g of plaster stone , 20-30 g of spike of Prunella 
vulgaris , 5-9 g of fresh root of Glycyrrhiza uralensis . 1 dose a day water 
decoct . After treating for 3-5 days , 95 cases were fully recovered , 8 cases 
had no effect . 
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